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The purpose of the 1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory is to collaborate to build 
a safer society and to help solve important problems leveraging cybersecurity innovation. 
Find out more and tell us what matters to you by visiting us at:

 cyberstartupobservatory.com 

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only 
and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the information 
contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. 

No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, Smartrev 
Analytics Consultants SLU, its members and employees do not accept or assume any 
liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, 
or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this publication or for any 
decision based on it. 

In this document, “Cyber Startup Observatory”  and “Smartrev Cybersec” refer to 
trademarks belonging to Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU.

The information provided by the participating startups and companies belongs to 
them. They remain the sole and exclusive owner of any information provided to Smartev 
including without limitation, with respect to any intellectual property rights, copyrights 
and trademarks. Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU have received explicit written 
permission to publish all the information included in this report. 

The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors. They do not purport 
to reflect the opinions or views of the Cybersecurity Observatory or its members.

© 2019 Smartrev Analytics Consultants SLU. All rights reserved.

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory

•  e-Commerce
•  Public Sector
•  Manufacturing
•  SME

•  Financial Services
•  Healthcare
•  Critical Infrastructures

•  Technology & Consulting
•  Law Enforcement
•  Universities & Education
•  Automotive
•  Aviation
•  Rail & Metro
•  Maritime

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Preface

We are proud to present the Fitfh Edition of the Cybersecurity Observatory France. 
The Observatory is a global platform with three major aims:

• Worldwide promotion of cybersecurity innovation
• Information sharing and collaboration across the industry
• Fostering leadership among cybersecurity practitioners

It’s clear to see that the industry is suffering from acute attacks, breaking news on a 
daily basis. Our mission is to support small, medium size and large companies to cope with 
this onslaught by leveraging information, best practices and innovation. We believe that 
information sharing and innovation is of the essence to help the good guys win this battle.

At the time of writing, this initiative covers twenty markets, for which we publish 
weekly updated cybersecurity landscapes highlighting the key innovators. For four of 
those markets, France , UK, US and Israel, we have created Cybersecurity Observatories, 
which are updated on a quarterly basis. By the end of 2019 we will have released two 
new Observatories covering Central Europe and Asia Pacific, further extending our global 
reach.

During the last 12 months, over half a million people all around the world have followed 
our publications, daily articles, website, cybersecurity market maps, the CyberSlides, 
and, of course, the Observatories across our different communication and distribution 
channels.

Our mission is to foster innovation, share insight and to promote leadership within the 
industry, and it goes without saying that the Observatory team is committed to its own 
innovation, too.  

To that end we have released the @CSOFinder - a new global online search engine for 
cybersecurity companies which allows industry practitioners, innovation and purchase 
departments and other key stakeholders to get real-time access to the best companies, 
their profiles, products and vision. 

We will continue investing in the project to cement and increase our global reach and 
to provide even more value to our members, partners, sponsors and followers within the 
cybersecurity community.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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As always, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the participating 
companies and their teams for their fantastic solutions and their contributions not only to 
this Observatory, but also in securing the referred industries and society in general. All of 
them contribute to keeping our companies and lives cyber-safe.

Although we focus our major efforts on startups, the industry is not only driven by 
startups and their entrepreneurs. Established companies and their cybersecurity leaders 
also play an instrumental role in keeping us safe, fighting a grueling daily battle with very 
challenging responsibilities and important achievements that are not always properly 
recognized. 

CISOs and other cybersecurity leaders, managers, consultants and in general every 
single stakeholder in this process deserve our recognition and respect.

In order to recognize their contribution, and to share their views and insights, we 
created the now well-established ‘Cybersecurity Leader of the Week’ program, and I am 
extremely proud to include in this edition a fantastic selection of these industry leaders, 
from some of the most important and recognised companies in France.

In particular, we would like to thank:

• Stéphane Lenco, CISO, Thales Group
• Antonin Hily, CISO, Sogeti, part of Capgemini
• Zakaria Rachid, CISO,  Mutuelle Nationale Territoriale
• Carlos Otero, CISO, Santander Consumer Finance Europe

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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As always, I would like to thank my Co-editor, Maite Ortega, our Content Manager, 
David Bailey and our Research Director, Alicia Peña for their infinite patience and support 
in the preparation of this publication, the CyberStartupObservatory web and many other 
key “bits and pieces’’.  A special mention also goes to our new Platform Manager, German 
Duarte Moreno, who has been invaluable in the development of the platform. 

Finally, thanks to Unsplash photo repository and its second to none photographers and 
creators (https://unsplash.com) for the inspirational pictures which have been used in this 
publication. 

Jose Monteagudo
Editor-in-Chief 

Jose Monteagudo
Editor-in-Chief

josem@smartrev-cybersec.com

Maite Ortega
Co-Editor

maiteo@smartrev-cybersec.com

SO

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
mailto:josem%40smartrev-cybersec.com?subject=1st%20Global%20Cybersecurity%20Observatory
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jmonteagudoe/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maite-ortegap/
mailto:maiteo%40smartrev-cybersec.com?subject=1st%20Global%20Cybersecurity%20Observatory
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Introduction

We launched the Cybersecurity Observatory platform over 18 months ago, and 
since then we have been making progress across the globe in a concerted effort to foster 
innovation, share insight and promote leadership across the industry.

This month sees us return to one of our cornerstone markets, with the fifth edition 
of the France Observatory. We are delighted to feature some of the most innovative 
cybersecurity companies in the country, whose impact is being felt beyond its borders and 
out into the world at large. 

This latest edition reflects what for many of us is the key concern when it comes to our 
rapidly growing cyber-environment: that of personal data safety and vulnerability.

  Included are top-notch articles looking into education, training and guidance for users, 
or what one of our contributors perceives as ‘changing the user security paradigm’, as well 
as how companies -big and small – can ensure the security of data in the face of Advanced 
Persistent Threats and how companies can face up to the new data protection challenges 
brought about by the sheer volume of data to protect. 

To round off our comprehensive look at the topic we delve into the use of multi-
biometric authentication in place of simple passwords and ‘The Four Pillars of Detection 
Framework’. 

As ever, we bring fresh insight from some of the most respected cybersecurity leaders 
working out of France but whose influence is relevant all around the world. Our gratitude 
goes to them for sharing their insight with the global community and for their support of 
our mission. 

Finally, considering the huge success and interest in the infographics on our website 
and social networks, we have included two covering:

• Social Engineering in Information Security 

• Detecting a Phishing Email

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/


Just a final note to highlight how this document is organized. This methodology is 
also applied to our web (cyberstartupobservatory.com) and will be consistent in future 
editions of the observatory.

All the sections are clasified under the following categories and signposted using the 
following tabs:

Innovation Insight

Leadership Resources

Training Trends

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The France CyberSlide
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The France CyberSlide 
The France CyberSlide is dedicated to supporting the entrepreneurs, businesses and 

organizations that make up the dynamic cybersecurity ecosystem in France,  and is part of 
a suite of solutions created by the Cybersecurity Observatory  (most notable of which is 
the @CSOFinder search engine) aiming to simplify the cybersecurity technology selection 
process. 

The @CSOFinder showcases the featured companies using a clear categorization that 
is standardized across the 100+ markets currently on our radar. As a result, a CISO from 
France, Germany, the UK - anywhere in the world, in fact - can identify companies more 
easily, helping them to navigate this ocean of complexity in which 1000s of new companies 
spring up every year. 

Given the impossibility of including every single one of these companies on the 
CyberSlide, it’s important to mention that all participating companies have been contacted 
individually in order to ensure the correct categorization process has been negotiated and 
agreed upon.

Furthermore, we are one hundred percent committed to keeping the France  CyberSlide 
updated, to promote it regularly to educate the community and to provide the most 
effective support possible to these industry innovators and their mission.

Split by Role Split by Vertical Split by Geo

Information Security 
Specialist

32%

Technology Manager
23%

Director / Executive 
Director / CISO

36%

IT Consultant - 9%

Critical Infrastrucures / 
Utilities - 22%

Healthcare
27%

Financial Services
32%

e-Commerce - 10%

Government - 9%

EMEA
45%

LATAM
12%

North America
32%

APAC - 11%

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/


We have classified the startups under 28 different categories:

The latest France CyberSlide is available for download on our web in 

Press Quality PDF:

The France CyberSlide 

If you want to add your company please contact us at: 

info@cyberstartupobservatory.com

TRAINING, EDUCATION & AWARENESS

MOBILE SECURITY

CLOUD SECURITY

ENDPOINT SECURITY

NETWORK SECURITY

WEB SECURITY

APPLICATION SECURITY

EMAIL SECURITY

CYBER POSTURE

COMPLIANCE & DLP

INFORMATION PRIVACY

INCIDENT RESPONSE & FORENSICS

UEBA

INSIDER THREATS

DETECTION & PREVENTION

CYBER INTELLIGENCE

DECEPTION

SOC

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

IAM

FRAUD DETECTION & PREVENTION

ICS/SCADA

IoT - IIoT

BLOCKCHAIN

HEALTHCARE

AUTOMOTIVE

RAIL & METRO

MARITIME

AVIATION 

UAVs

Categories - CyberSlide

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/cybersecurity-landscape-slide-france/
mailto:info%40cyberstartupobservatory.com?subject=France%20CyberSlide
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Our Observatory Members

Please visit our members’ company profiles on our online search 
engine for cybersecurity companies, the  @CSOFinder: 

    CSOFinder@SO

Gold

Silver

Bronze

 t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/finder/
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Stéphane Lenco
CISO at Thales Group

Stephane Lenco is passionate about 
aerospace and cybersecurity. He 
holds an engineering degree from 
ENAC (National School for Civil 
Aviation) in Toulouse (France) with 
majors in Air Traffic Management 
and Computer Science.  

Cybersecurity has been his main job 
focus since 2007, notably as Group 
CISO for Airbus until 2018 where he 
founded the Airbus CERT. 

As a convinced European he is 
currently a member of the ENISA 
“Permanent Stakeholder Group” for 
the 2017-2020 tenure. He has been 
CISO at Thales Group since early 
2019.

Stephane keynoted at events such 
as “the Australian Cyber Security 

Conference” on topics like Cyber 
Security Strategy and Awareness 
and at the “Wall Street Journal 
Cybersecurity Executive Forum” on 
creating a cyber culture.

Why did the role of CISO appeal 
to you?

Prior to taking up a CISO role, I had 
occupied roles in programme management, 
IT infrastructure management, IT & IS 
strategy. I liked the ability to see the big 
picture in those jobs, and contributing to 
making the company business perform 
better, faster or cheaper. But the CISO 
role is one of the few that has a complete 
360 view on a business. 

No two days look alike, and interactions 
with the core business are rich and fruitful. 
While it is not exempt from job stress, that 
is highly satisfying.

“The CISO role is one of the 
few that has a complete 
360 view on a business. 
No two days look alike, and 
interactions with the core 
business are rich and 
fruitful.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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How can security executives 
get that “buy-in” from the top? 

First of all, you need to speak the 
language of whoever you talk to. Quit the 
tech-savvy language, make your speech 
understandable in English (enough with 
acronyms already!), and highlight the 
stakes for the company in your board’s 
terms. 

Then speak reality - not promises 
that can’t be kept. Silver bullets never 
existed, and you will never be 100% safe. 
Speak about risks and ways to make them 
acceptable - by what time? For what 
budget? Ultimately, what support you 
need, and what’s in it for “them”.

In an information technology 
environment where personnel 
are taking on increasingly 
complex responsibilities, 
what do you think is the role 
of a cybersecurity awareness 
program?

Humans perform better with a sense 
of meaning. The “why” is what gets people 

onboard. Security is felt like “added time or 
effort”, sometimes perceived as “needless 
or excessive”. 

The role of the awareness program is 
to reconnect people with “what’s at stake” 
(the risk of their actions), and the “why” of 
what is expected from them. 

This is a combined effort between 
employees and the security team. The 
investment in transforming people into 
your active defence takes time but it is 
worth it because no solution will be better 
than 80,000 active employees in security.  

People are your best asset for defending 
your company once they “get it” - never 
forget to make it “do-able” for them.

 The solutions we implement for them 
must be adapted to their activities and for 
this the security team must understand 
the business needs. 

A password changing policy of “daily 
with a history of 400 previous entries” will 
not be successful no matter how well you 
communicate.

“First of all, you need to speak the language of 
whoever you talk to. Quit the tech-savvy 
language, make your speech understandable 
in English (enough with acronyms already!), 
and highlight the stakes for the company in 
your board’s terms.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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We have recently witnessed a 
spate of massive DDoS attacks 
via IoT devices configured 
as botnets. Do you think 
legislation should mandate 
device manufacturers to 
meet minimum cybersecurity 
requirements to avoid this kind 
of incident?

Indeed, security of these devices is a 
clear and present concern. We all have a 
“do your security basics before” view in 
some shape or form, but buying devices 
that have no “minimum cybersec” is 
building for failure. 

Legislation is a way to achieve the goal, 
but that legislation must also consider 
the consequences of how it is phrased. 
A device cannot be upkept forever, it is 
economically unsustainable. 

Also, forcing security updates drives an 
obligation of connectivity with assorted 
risks (or concerns for disconnected by 
design environments). ENISA is about 

to release a paper on this very issue that 
we discussed at the ENISA’s PSG, which I 
believe will be highly useful.

Digitalization is a double-edged 
sword, offering incredible 
benefits but also entailing 
serious risks. What are your 
thoughts on this inevitable 
development?

 That is where CISOs kick in. The right 
way is to be able to bake cybersecurity in 
the tools and processes and convincing 
people. 

I’m typically actively working with our 
Chief Data Officer and Data Protection 
Officer to make things right from the start, 
and iterate to improve. 

At some point we need to reduce the 
risk from “performing digitalization”, so 
that the question that remains is whether 
or not the “act” itself is acceptable from 
ethical, personal or belief reasons, for 
instance.

“We all have a “do your security basics before” 
view in some shape or form, but buying 
devices that have no “minimum cybersec” 
is building for failure.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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What is the best way to foster an 
image of information security 
being there to help support the 
business rather than just being 
about the raw technology?

I believe in standing alongside the 
business every step of the way. My job is 
to work out the ‘how’ once we have agreed 
the risks we’re both willing to accept. 

That includes making that risk 
understandable and understood, as well 
as making sure I understand the business 
benefits of an initiative.  

You’re successful when your business 
explains the risks and you’re able to explain 
the business benefits and are tempted to 
say “if I was in your shoes” both ways, as 
happened to me some weeks ago.

 Closing Statement

The role of CISO is an evolving role 
where no two days are alike. It certainly 
came from a technology field, but it 
requires human skills to be successful - 
accepting that risks shall exist, and that 
humans are your best defence if you have 
successfully conveyed your vision.

“I believe in standing alongside the 
business every step of the way. My 
job is to work out the ‘how’ once we 
have agreed the risks we’re both willing
to accept.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Luc d’Urso, CEO of the Atempo-Wooxo 
Group, recently named “Most Influential 
CEO of the Year 2019 – Cybersecurity” 
by the Corporate Vision Magazine, gives 
us his vision of large data security issues 
and the ongoing threats and increasingly 
sophisticated nature of cyberattacks. 

Luc, why is a software vendor of 
data management honored in 
the domain of Cybersecurity?

Data, today, is at the heart of all value 
creation. The health of a firm is 100% 
conditioned by data availability, integrity, 
authenticity and confidentiality. To protect 
against incidents that can lead to data loss 
and/or production down time, there are 
many solutions which either prevent these 
incidents occurring or provide a solution if 
they do occur. 

Backup and recovery solutions belong 
to the second category. They existed in the 
past to recover data after hardware failure 

or human error, theft or natural disaster.

The growing number or cyberattacks 
underline the importance of maintaining 
a genuine backup and disaster recovery 
solution which is often the final rampart if 
preventative measures are breached. 

Talk me through the 
cybersecurity market in your 
sector currently. What major 
challenges and outside 
influences is it facing?

In terms of data protection and 
confidentiality, the European Union has the 
most stringent regulatory framework in 
the world, and it continues to strengthen. 
This is due to its history.

New Data Protection Challenges and 
Cybercrime Combat
Author: Luc d’Urso, CEO of the Atempo-Wooxo Group

At a glance

•    3 minute read
•    The importance of data management
•    Current market challenges and influences 
•    Understanding backup as a key data protection     
      element
•    Today’s data protection challenges

“The growing number or 
cyberattacks underline the 
importance of maintaining a 
genuine backup and 
disaster recovery solution 
which is often the final 
rampart if preventative 
measures are breached.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lucdurso/
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The French software industry and 
data hosting companies are structured 
in compliance with this regulation (CNIL, 
GDPR ...). They set a gold standard in 
terms of security. All our developers are 
fully aware of the credo “security and 
confidentiality by design”. 

Atempo is also an active member 
of HEXATRUST, the association that 
federates the French cybersecurity sector 
of which I assume the Vice Presidency.  

Atempo operates at the forefront of the 
fight against cyber threats and criminality. 
Faced with ever-growing and sophisticated 
cybercriminal attacks, the main challenges 
we must tackle are linked to IOT, Mobility 
and the Cloud. 

The former because we must deal with a 
huge number of low-cost objects producing 
data which need to be instantly processed 
which raises challenges in terms of total 
availability and risks of data compromise. 
Mobility poses serious security issues for 
identification and communication. 

As for the Cloud, the chain of 
responsibility in case of data loss or data 
leakage is a crucial issue.        

We understand that backup 
is a key element in the cyber 
arsenal. Why then is it not 
always fully understood by 
certain enterprises?

Today, we are witnessing vertiginous 
data growth rates for data produced 
and preserved by each organization. 
Unstructured data volumes are rising 10 
times faster than structured data. IDC 
estimate that between 2018 and 2025, 
we will go from 33 zettabytes to 175 
zettabytes, a 60% year on year increase. 

We should also factor in new working 
environments and constraints: mobility, 
site-to-site collaboration and the need to 
share and access data 365/24/7.

“Atempo operates at the forefront of the fight 
against cyber threats and criminality. Faced 
with ever-growing and sophisticated 
cybercriminal attacks, the main challenges 
we must tackle are linked to IOT, Mobility
and the Cloud.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Data must be available outside of 
the enterprise in the cloud and be moved 
between storages, sites and different 
technologies. Protecting data throughout 
its life cycle and various transfers can be 
a complex affair. Traditional solutions are 
reaching the limit of the requirements of a 
modern IT infrastructure.

What are today’s data protection 
challenges?

For me there are four: 

• Protect all data

Enterprises are less and less able to 
protect all their data with a single backup. 
Too many modified or created files to 
manage daily. We sometimes have to define 
which files to protect and which to exclude. 

In the event of an incident, the 
maximum admissible data loss often 
exceeds company guidelines. It’s the same 
story for Business Continuity and Disaster 
Recovery plans: the objectives are rarely 
attained.

• Simplify data management 

To handle various data management 
requirements, organizations often stack 
four or more solutions on top of each other. 
This is both costly and inefficient. 

The tendency is to oversimplify and 
rely on automation and repetitive and time-
consuming tasks to ensure everything is in 
order. Storage vendor-agnostic solutions 
which embed Artificial Intelligence are, for 
me, the best way forward. 

• Separate the volume of data to 
protect from the actual cost of storage

Confronted with exploding data 
volumes, companies are having to reduce 
data backup retention periods and the 
number of protected versions in order to 
minimize storage costs. The issue with this 
is that they expose themselves to losing 
critical data. 

If there is a dormant virus in your 
data set and backups are recycled before 
the virus is unleashed, the risk is that the 
backup will also be compromised.

“We firmly believe that in a digital world it is 
essential to prevent our political enemies and 
our economic competitors from obtaining and 
analyzing data produced by our workforces 
and our fellow citizens, our organizations and 
our connected objects.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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It’s always a good idea to build in an 
“air gap” to your data storage targets. Use 
lower cost offline methods such as LTO 
tape which is also cheaper than nearline 
SAS or flash which is more suited to 
primary data storages.

 • Limit the reliance on single vendors 
and service providers

To really take back control of your data, 
organizations should be able to change 
their vendor or service provider if full 
satisfaction is not achieved or if there is a 
price issue. 

It should be possible to move data 
between two storages on different sites or 
in the cloud and ensure continued service 
and security levels. 

Conclusion

We firmly believe that in a digital world it 
is essential to prevent our political enemies 
and our economic competitors from 
obtaining and analyzing data produced by 
our workforces and our fellow citizens, our 
organizations and our connected objects. 

The combat we are fighting against 
cybercrime will require us to accelerate 
our research efforts and use AI. And agile 
players such as Atempo can topple the 
established order and aging and unsafe 
practices. 

To achieve our goals, we have opened 
an Artificial Intelligence Research Center, 
NextIno, in France to work on our next 
generation of data protection and data 
movement solutions.

“We firmly believe that in a digital world it is 
essential to prevent our political enemies and 
our economic competitors from obtaining and 
analyzing data produced by our workforces 
and our fellow citizens, our organizations and 
our connected objects.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Confidence: More than Just a Word in 
the World of Cybersecurity

The notion of confidence finds itself 
at the centre of many current debates 
in the cybersecurity sector. Its strategic 
dimension ties it to a wide variety of 
ongoing issues, and geopolitical tensions, 
which were clearly visible in 2018, have 
had significant repercussions in the world 
of cyberspace. There is certainly no 
shortage of examples. 

In addition to suspicions surrounding 
the presence of nation states behind major 
cyberattacks, and the opening of cyber-
espionage ‘schools’ in certain countries, 
2018 was marked by the announcement 
of an embargo against certain suppliers 
following concerns over espionage-
related activities, as well as new suspicions 
regarding the introduction of back doors 
into foreign technologies.

Huawei in particular has experienced 
the costs associated with this. Such issues 
raise doubts concerning the reliability and 
integrity of software products, particularly 

in terms of cybersecurity solutions. 

In fact, these solutions are particularly 
sensitive due to their function as ‘guardians 
of the temple’: maintaining control over 
protection systems means direct access 
to protected resources. The choice of 
cybersecurity partner has never been 
such a crucial issue for companies and 
institutions. 

Positions taken by nation states on 
thorny issues such as back doors and the 
weakening of encryption mechanisms vary. 
Russia has already introduced legislation 
to force publishers to provide authorities 
with a means of accessing encrypted 
communications. 

Expert opinion – Matthieu Bonenfant, CMO Stormshield

At a glance

•    4 minute read
•    The strategic dimension of confidence
•    Protecting information assets against ‘back door’     
      threats
•    The way forward to support digital confidence

“The choice of 
cybersecurity partner 
has never been such 
a crucial issue for 
companies and 
institutions.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthieubonenfant/
https://www.stormshield.com/
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The member states of the Five 
Eyes alliance* also wish to impose the 
implementation of weaknesses in software. 

The primary, and official, objective is 
to be able to decipher exchanges that 
could be tied to terrorist activities, and to 
share information between the various 
intelligence services. 

Of course, the fight against terrorism 
is a priority. Yet we can question the 
appropriateness of creating back doors, 
which might in fact provide an indirect 
way of accessing sensitive information 
belonging to private companies or 
individuals. 

All kinds of scenarios then become 
conceivable: nation-state espionage, 
access to trade secrets, infringements on 
civil liberties, and so on. 

Entirely separate to the war on terror, 
these developments could seriously 
undermine the ability of businesses and 
institutions to protect their information 
assets.

As has been mentioned, these back 
doors have not received universal approval. 
Europe in particular is clearly opposed to 
their implementation and advocates end-
to-end encryption in communications in 
order to guarantee complete security. 

In 2017, the Vice-President of the 
European Commission stressed this 
position by highlighting the threat posed 
by the use of back doors that might 
eventually be exploited by cybercriminals. 

Weaknesses in protection or encryption 
systems could well be discovered and 
exploited for malicious purposes, providing 
the perfect opportunity for criminal 
activity.

This demonstrates once again that 
the notion of digital confidence goes well 
beyond purely technological and functional 
considerations, often taking on a highly 
geopolitical nature. 

“Weaknesses in protection or encryption 
systems could well be discovered and 
exploited for malicious purposes, providing the 
perfect opportunity for criminal activity.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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An understanding of the origins of 
digital technologies, particularly those 
used to manipulate or protect sensitive 
data, is central to digital confidence. 

Businesses must also incorporate this 
strategic information into their reasoning 
before entrusting suppliers with the keys 
to securing their information systems. 

 In this sense, continuous awareness-
raising efforts among private and public 
organisations is required. European 
publishers, for their part, must be more 
transparent in terms of their positions and 
adopt a common posture. 

We should also welcome the work 
carried out to support digital confidence 
on a European level and by various 
governmental agencies such as ANSSI. 

The French agency’s system of 
qualifying security products, for instance, 
requires a review of source codes to 
ensure that the protection functions are 
sufficiently robust and that back doors are 
not present.

 We would wager that this initiative will 
be taken up more broadly within the future 
European certification framework, for 
which ENISA has recently been mandated.  

* An alliance that brings together the 
intelligence services of the United States, 
Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom 
and Canada.

‘’An understanding of the origins of digital 
technologies, particularly those used to 
manipulate or protect sensitive data, is 
central to digital confidence.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Available for download in Press Quality

Cybersecurity Observatory - Infographics - Threats & Attacks

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory - Insight

Infographic

Detecting a Phishing Email

Detecting a Phishing Email

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory  - Insightcyberstartupobservatory.com SO

Message from a Public 
eMail Domain

Misspelled Domain

Message with Spelling or 
Grammatical Errors

Suspicious Attachments or 
Links

eMail asking for Personal 
or Confidential Information

Creates a Sense of Urgency, 
sounds alarmist or scary

Generic Greetings

Force you to their Website

SO

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/infographics-threats-attacks/
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Zakaria Rachid
CISO at MNT - Groupe VYV

Zakaria joined the INFOSEC world 
fifteen years ago and quickly 
acquired a taste, if not a passion, 
for every aspect of security. Ever 
since then, he has developed the 
necessary skills to assess and 
prevent the risks threatening 
business. 

As a proven security expert, with 
an established reputation forged 
in critical environments (Telcos, 
Defence, Financial etc.) he is often 
invited as speaker at conferences 
and schools all over Europe and 
Africa.

What is your overall approach to 
information security?

I always tend to tailor a global security 
strategy that fits the needs and the risk 

appetite of the company. 

This process is enabled by an 
understanding of the business and 
by a risk assessment that leads to the 
identification of the assets, the threats and 
finally the elaboration of a holistic security 
program. 

I don’t favor any methodology or 
framework, and while I’ll focus on enabling 
and securing the company’s business I will 
try and build a generic framework that can 
be mapped to any specific nomenclature or 
certification (be it ISO, COBIT, HIPAA, etc.)

Should a CISO value technical or 
functional aspects of security 
on his program?

In the past, I often looked at problems 
from a “techie” point of view, disregarding 
the “functional” or organisational sides.

“I always tend to 
tailor a global security 
strategy that fits the
needs and the risk 
appetite of the 
company.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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This tribal state of mind was cultivated 
by - and is still found in - big fours and 
smaller firms alike: on one side you have 
the technologists who swear only by RFCs, 
code & technicalities and on the other side 
the people that wear suits and talk policies, 
regulations and such. 

With experience and feedback from real 
life incidents, I started experiencing how 
the lack of a security chapter in a contract 
can be as harmful as “any/any” rules on a 
firewall. 

I know many CISOs who have 
experienced the other path, which leads me 
to think that our role is about reconciling 
these two aspects of security if we want to 
build a resilient security program.

How important is to have the 
CEO thinking that security 
matters?

Every member of the board should 
be thinking that security matters in their 
operations, and since the CEO oversees it 
all, the answer is obviously, yes. Not only 
does it help in securing projects on every 

level, it also sends a positive message to all 
the employees.

A CEO who doesn’t include security 
in his designs is putting his company and 
his job at risk, especially with the rise of 
regulations such as the GDPR. 

In our Industry this is even more crucial 
since many authorities are mandated to 
verify the security level when evaluating if 
an insurance institution is able to honour 
their commitments to policyholders, 
members.

Almost everybody agrees that 
organizations need a culture 
of security. How can security 
leaders help facilitate that type 
of culture?

Many of the organizations I’ve been 
helping in the past had a bias when it comes 
to security, they see it only as something to 
ignore and transfer to the security team. 
Well it’s not - which is why the buy-in must 
flow from the top till the base and beyond. 

“In the past, I often looked at problems 
from a “techie” point of view, disregarding 
the “functional” or organisational sides. 
This tribal state of mind was cultivated by - 
and is still found in - big fours and smaller 
firms alike.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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That way we have proper funding, the 
right security programs to address the 
security risks and most importantly the 
implication of every actor. 

This last point is the cornerstone of 
the cyber culture - I always work to make 
security feel as natural as personal hygiene. 
A matter of intimacy yet with an impact on 
our social interactions.

What should a company do if 
they suspect cyber attackers 
have been successful?

Well you should never unplug and wipe 
everything but rather audit the logs of the 
suspected systems and of the security 
controls linked to them (Firewall, AV, etc.). 

A memory dump and a process 
analysis can help you identify malicious or 
anomalous activity and verify if intruders 
or a malware are operating on your 
network. 

I also strongly recommend using the 
service of pure players that specialise in 
search of threat (hunting).

How can CISOs balance security 
and innovation?

 No CISO should put innovation in 
opposition with security, they should work 
to combine the two. 

The Chief No Officer paradigm is very 
dangerous for the security culture in 
acompany and an obvious hindrance for 
enabling the business. 

In a recent “AI” project, we clearly 
defined the innovative part as an asset so 
instead of unplugging and throwing the 
servers we chose to dive in and see how 
we can hack our own process to improve 
the security of our customers’ data.

“This last point is the cornerstone of 
the cyber culture - I always work to make 
security feel as natural as personal 
hygiene. A matter of intimacy yet with 
an impact on our social interactions.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Are there any key phrases or 
terms that security executives 
should use when talking to the 
C-suite about the business?

The C-Suite and the CISO share the 
will to make the business successful and to 
maintain the risk appetite of the company. I 
think this pair can serve as a foundation for 
the CISO when he is addressing the board. 

This said every individual on the board 
has a different background, agenda and 
personality, so you shouldn’t just step in 
and shower them with occult terms and 
statistics that will be counter-productive.

 You have to learn who they are, what 
their business objectives are and how you 
can help them in achieving them.

 Educating the board now and then 
in matters of information security is also 
very handy, not only do you teach them 
how to protect themselves since they are 
high stake targets, but you can also convey 

some concepts and new acronyms that you 
would like to re-use. 

Claire MAYAUX, an ex CISO who is now 
a CIO of the MNT, is the one who came up 
with this idea, and it is working. 

She took the concept even further, 
presenting DevOps basics so all the board 
have a better understanding of what 
is hiding behind the KPIs and obscure 
concepts.

Closing Statement

In the vast majority of companies, 
security is seen as a forbidden science. 
We must re-write this narrative and tell a 
new story where the CISO is neither the 
dreaded ‘Knight - or Lady - who says ni!’ 
nor the proverbial hero who will save the 
day alone, but rather one who takes the 
humble mantle of the enabler. 

Until then, we must stay vigilant and 
persevere because attackers won’t grace 
us with a truce.

“Every individual on the board has a 
different background, agenda and 
personality, so you shouldn’t just step in 
and shower them with occult terms and 
statistics that will be counter-productive.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Make your users the strong link in your 
information system

Hardly a week goes by without news 
of a major security incident. The “McAfee 
Labs Threats Report: August 2019” survey, 
which presents cybercrime activity and 
cybersecurity trends in the first quarter 
of 2019, has announced 504 new threats 
per minute in the first quarter, with a 118% 
increase in ransomware. 

Data leaks, systems brought to their 
knees by ransomware, embezzlement, 
identity theft... these are all commonly 
encountered types of attack. In the vast 
majority of cases, the cause can be traced 
to failings in the behavior of one or more 
users. 

For example, it could be a user clicking 
on a phishing email and allowing the 
insertion of rogue code.

It could also be an individual using their 
business email address and password on a 
website that is hacked, providing hackers 
with the information they need to login to 
the information system. 

It could also be a naive user who falls 
for a ruse on a social network and discloses 
sensitive information. Another possibility 
is a careless traveler using a public WiFi 
network. Possible examples are many and 
can take an infinite variety of forms. 

Faced with increasingly secure 
infrastructure systems, cybercriminals 
are attacking information systems’ main 
vulnerability: their users.

What’s the point of picking a 
lock when you can simply find 
someone and ask them to open 
it for you?

Although significant investments 
have been made in cybersecurity, the 
implementation of infrastructure, 
risk analysis and specialized teams, 
consideration of the human side of 
cybersecurity has remained the “poor 
relation”. 

At a glance
•   3 minute read
•   Commonly encountered types of attack
•   The human side of cybersecurity: the poor relation
•   Turning ‘’the weakest link‘’ paradigm on its head
•   Ten key factors for a successful awareness 
     strategy

“Faced with increasingly 
secure infrastructure 
systems, cybercriminals 
are attacking information 
systems’ main vulnerability: 
their users.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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After too many years of neglect, this 
aspect is now being recognized as being of 
vital strategic importance. 

From a budget of virtually nil in this area 
just ten years ago, various companies and 
public organizations have now started to 
increase their resources in this sphere and 
are planning programs to raise awareness.

However, much remains to be done. A 
backlog has built up. It is always harder to 
change bad habits than it is to learn good 
ones from the outset. 

The arrival of a new generation of 
“digital natives” has not helped either: 
a study conducted by Pew Research 
Center in 2018 reveals a much poorer 
understanding of cybersecurity issues 
among the 22-37 age group than in the 
54+ group. 

For example, only 58% of the 22-37 
group know what phishing is, compared 
to 73% of the 54+ group.  Does that mean 
digital natives are also “digitally naive”?

Let’s make one thing clear: you’ll 
never achieve a satisfactory 

level of security without the 
support of your information 
system’s users.

Indeed, it’s customary to point the 
finger at the weak link represented by the 
user: “Problem Exists Between Keyboard 
and Chair” (PEBKAC), as we often hear. 

However, we think it’s time to turn 
that paradigm on its head. Our suggestion 
is to make your users the strong link in 
your cybersecurity system.  Users with 
the right education, training and guidance 
can become your best defense against the 
attacks you face.

To achieve this goal, it is vitally important 
to implement a professional approach. Just 
as in any sphere of life, some things work 
and some things don’t. Experience can 
provide many lessons in this area. 

After all, don’t forget that the end goal is 
to create a genuine cybersecurity culture 
in your organization, in parallel with the 
meaningful adoption of the right behaviors 
to keep it safe.

“We think it’s time to turn that paradigm on 
its head. Our suggestion is to make your 
users the strong link in your cybersecurity 
system.  Users with the right education, 
training and guidance can become your
best defense against the attacks you face.’’

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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As a final summary, here’s a refresher 
on the ten key factors for a successful 
awareness strategy:

1. Have a point of reference: vital for  
identifying your start point, setting goals 
and measuring results.

2. Have the support of Management: 
examples are given from the top.

3. Have a planned strategy: specify 
WHO, WHAT, HOW and WHEN.

4. Stimulate interest: fun content 
promoting participation. 

5. Attractive messages: genuinely 
impacting real-world behavior. 

6. Keep it simple and accessible: your 
audience’s time is precious, so don’t waste 
it by making things too complex.

7. Move forward in regular stages: 
little and often is more effective than all at 
once.

8. Easy roll-out: avoid major IT 
projects. 

9. Communicate: make sure everyone 
feels part of an overall movement and is 
aware of the results.

10. Keep at it: developing a  cyber 
security culture takes time.

“Don’t forget that the end goal is to 
create a genuine cybersecurity culture 
in your organization, in parallel with 
the meaningful adoption of the right 
behaviors to keep it safe.’’

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The increasing use of multiple digital 
devices, the access to professional 
and private social networks, the easy 
payment by smartcards when shopping 
on the Internet multiplies the number of 
password-based authentication systems.

Passwords have a low security level and 
are quite difficult to remember for users. 
Consequently, hackers often easily find the 
same passwords all over the place, such 
as “iloveyou”, “123456789”, “freedom”, 
“monkey”or “starwars”. 

As reported by analysts, 81% of 
intrusions into mission critical applications 
are using stolen passwords and especially 
the easiest ones. One simple password 
will fail to protect after only 7 minutes of 
hacking, a complex one will hold for around 
14 minutes!

Let’s review the main methods used by 
hackers to penetrate a server. Financial 
applications are the most targeted because 
they result in real money in the pocket.

 1. Try tens of thousands of easy 
passwords: hackers have developed a tool 
to try all easy passwords and it works very 
well.

2. Phishing: you are asked on your 
preferred mobile application to enter your 
client number and password, but you have 
not been able to detect that the web page 
is a fake.

 3. Spy access: cybercriminals are using 
man in the middle (MitM) software to spy 
on all user habits and passwords through 
a premium access to network traffic and 
shopping sessions.

The IT world is becoming too complex 
and risky to continue using the password 
that was created at a time when a few 
university professors were starting up 
what is known as the Internet with only a 
few sessions per “day”.

Pay by Voice, Pay by Face?
Leveraging Biometrics Authentication

“One simple password will 
fail to protect after only 7 
minutes of hacking, a 
complex one will hold for 
around 14 minutes!”

At a glance

•    3 minute read
•    Simple passwords in a complex environment
•    How Biometrics Authentication works 
•    The benefits of multiple biometrics

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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In 2018, during an Internet minute or 
“60 Seconds”, about 900,000 USD are 
spent on purchases online, 187 million 
emails are sent, about 1 million logins 
on Facebook, and about 400,000 apps 
downloaded from the AppStore. 

 For each website consulted or each 
transaction, we are using a different 
password. The number of passwords that 
an individual has to remember is increasing 
and is nonsense. 

We have reached a very serious limit 
in the protection of our digital assets and 
transactions by passwords alone and every 
day the news confirms tons of critical data 
such as customers’ private details being 
stolen by hackers.

Among leading cybersecurity 
technologies, a strong biometric 
authentication is a real effective means to 
stopping hackers and cyber-criminality.

Let’s review, for instance, payment 
using a smartcard and a smartphone when 
you purchase an item on the Internet, and 
how it is extremely efficient to combine 
the chip technology of the smartcard and 

multi-factor biometric authentication.

How it works

A cardholder can enroll several 
biometrics (2 are recommended) on 
his smartphone terminal, using them 
to protect his payment during a mobile 
transaction. 

The biometric multi-factor carrousel 
runs on any smartphone, tablet and PC 
on iOS/Android/Windows with Face 
recognition, Voice recognition, Lock 
Pattern Behavioral, Fingerprint, Key stroke 
Dynamics Behavioral.

When shopping on the internet, the 
cardholder will pay with his smartcard 
registered into his smartphone and simply 
speaks, or put a selfie or a fingerprint 
through the sensors embedded in his 
phone. 

The payment session is much safer 
and prevents hackers from carrying out 
a transaction with stolen passwords. The 
high level of security (biometrics) provides 
trust and transparency in any kind of 
transaction and mobile payment. 

“We have reached a very serious limit in 
the protection of our digital assets and 
transactions by passwords alone and every 
day the news confirms tons of critical data 
such as customers’ private details being 
stolen by hackers.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Furthermore, within the bank or the 
card issuer, the backend monitoring 
server supports thousands of transactions 
per second, and can therefore sustain a 
complete International Bank Transaction 
secure flow and allow the CSO to 
monitor the system performance, and the 
effectiveness in terms of FAR, EER and 
adjust each biometrics threshold to the 
global customer’s profile, so as to obtain 
adequate results. 

Great benefits of multiple 
biometrics

Consumers can benefit from the 
convenience and very strong security of 
biometrics.

Using multi-biometric authentication 
for a payment or a transaction is a very 
strong security factor to certify that the 
person using the card and the entitled 
cardholder are the same and a unique 
digital entity. 

For banks and card issuers the biometric 
technology is a very strong tool to stop 
hackers and increasing fraud, and secure 
customers’ lives when shopping, with a 
strong impact on customer loyalty.

About United Biometrics

Christopher RICHARD and Yves 
CHEMLA are Co-Founders of UNITED 
BIOMETRICS. 

UNITED BIOMETRICS is an IBM 
and AIRBUS Certified Partner, a Cartes 
Bancaires Vivatech award winner, 
architecting and developing a strong multi-
factor authentication platform solution 
for Banks, Governments & Defence, 
Enterprises, Carriers and Internet Players 
losing money or service capacity caused by 
large cyber-attacks and intrusions.

“Using multi-biometric authentication for a 
payment or a transaction is a very strong 
security factor to certify that the person 
using the card and the entitled cardholder 
are the same and a unique digital entity.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Antonin Hily
Global Cybersecurity CTO, Sogeti, part of 
Capgemini

Recognized as a Security Intelligence 
Expert for more than 20 years, 
Antonin is the Global Cybersecurity 
CTO for Sogeti, part of Capgemini.

In charge of technical innovation and 
deployment of technologies adapted 
to the development and efficiency of 
our cybersecurity activities, Antonin 
studies all the possibilities of 
technical development to define the 
strategy of deployment of innovative 
projects in cyber.

In addition, through his background 
and knowledge of the cybersecurity 
market, he  accompanies cyber teams 
in the continuous improvement of 
project delivery for their clients.

Through his previous experience, 
Antonin was the MSSP Executive 
Director of a big Cybersecurity 
Business Unit, leading the delivery of 
all cybersecurity managed services, 
including the activities of the SOC, 
CERT, Threat Intelligence teams, 
Pentesters, Audit teams, etc.

The CISO’s role is a very high-
pressure, high-stakes job. What 
is the right profile for this job?

Pressure in IT is a constant - especially 
when IT is one of the pillars of business. 
The CISO pressure is special. It does not 
rely solely on maintaining infrastructure in 
good working order. 

The CISO is subject to multiple 
pressures related to business, regulation, 
reputation, etc.

“Pressure in IT is a constant 
- especially when IT is one 
of the pillars of business. 
The CISO pressure is 
special. It does not rely 
solely on maintaining 
infrastructure in good 
working order.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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But he must also deal with the threat, 
ever more organized, structured and 
funded – a permanent threat that leaves no 
room for chance. The attacks are multiple, 
sometimes devastating, and more and 
more targeted. 

The CISO must be a conductor 
with multiple caps. He must be good 
communicator, able to adhere to all in the 
company, but also outside the company. 
He must be technical, a strategist, business 
oriented and visionary. He must be strong 
and flexible, depending on the risk that 
must be evaluated in real time.

How important is it to have 
the CEO thinking that security 
matters?

Cybersecurity is a continuous battle. A 
constant fight for all companies, of all sizes. 
This is the cyber challenge - risk is not just 
a computer problem. The RSSI must be 
the one that allows this understanding. He 
must make the link between production 
and C-Level to minimize the distance. 

Poor communication between the 
field and the board room becomes the 
major obstacle to setting up a good cyber 
defense strategy. Not to implement it is to 

put the company at huge risk, and often 
not measured. 

To solve this problem, one of the keys 
is organizational. The CISO must have 
the same power and level as the IOC. The 
balance of power between production and 
security can’t be arbitrated by someone 
who runs both activities.

Almost everybody agrees that 
organizations need a culture 
of security. How can security 
leaders help facilitate that type 
of culture? 

It has indeed become obvious: it is 
essential to educate every individual, our 
employees in business, our parents, our 
friends, even our children,  to cybersecurity. 
It is important to make them aware of the 
risks for themselves and their businesses.

 There are many vectors to achieve this: 
online training, flyers, posters, awareness 
programs, etc.

In some large groups, e-learning 
courses have even become compulsory, 
which is an excellent thing. But we must go 
further, repeatedly and systematically.

“Cybersecurity is a continuous battle. A 
constant fight for all companies, of all 
sizes. This is the cyber challenge - risk is 
not just a computer problem.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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As we know, today the human factor 
is the weakest link in the entire security 
chain. Social engineering attacks 
are multiplying, reinforcing, and still 
devastating. 

And the arrival of AI does not help. It 
makes it possible to create digital lures 
which are more and more powerful and 
reliable, and phishing attacks, for example, 
are still effective. 

Sharing is the key! Preventive 
campaigns are starting to appear on the 
most used media (TV, Radio etc.), which is 
something that we must continue to do.

And then in Business, we must make 
cybersecurity an essential point of 
business policy. At Capgemini, for example, 
an e-learning on the concept of cyber 
risks and good practices to implement 
is mandatory for each of the 200,000 
employees! And this is the result of a real 
commitment by the CISO teams.

Threats are everywhere and 
always changing. How to 
address this difficult reality?

There are many things to implement, 
which I have already mentioned, and there 
are topics that need to evolve. Take the 
example of surveillance:

For a few years, Security Operations 
Centers were one of the best answers for 
implementing effective surveillance. 

But today, they need to change. Their 
building schemes are archaic and outdated. 
They are the reaction when we need 
anticipation. The risk is real - not to evolve 
is to lose the fight. 

And then we must work on another 
axis: Intelligence! What is known as Cyber 
Threat Intelligence.

It is necessary to build teams of 
intelligence experts, able to analyze, 
understand, and describe the threat, to 
anticipate the actions. 

This is a real subject I have been 
working on for over four years now. I have 
made it my area of expertise so that we 
can move forward. I created teams and 
trained experts on the subject - people 
from all walks of life, from all sensibilities.
Anticipation becomes the key to success. 
Intelligence will be the keystone.

How can CISOs balance security 
and innovation? 

We are at the heart of an industrial 
revolution. The 4th if I dare to paraphrase 
Klaus Schwab:

“We stand on the brink of a revolution 
that will fundamentally alter the way we 
live, work, and relate to one another.”

“Sharing is the key! 
Preventive campaigns are 
starting to appear on the 
most used media (TV, 
Radio etc.), which is 
something that we must 
continue to do.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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And it is because we are at the heart 
of this immense change that we must 
accompany it.

Every technological, social or medical 
innovation, for example, is one more step 
in this revolution. But as a cybersecurity 
specialist, it is our responsibility to play the 
role of umpire. 

We must foster this innovation while 
continuously measuring exposure surfaces 
and risks. We must be those who bring 
this important vision that has long been 
forgotten: business vs. risk. 

And we obviously need to provide 
the capacity to cover them to enable our 
businesses to continue growing.

We are facilitators who prevent us all 
from going around in circles!

You’ve been in the industry for 
20 years. What are some of the 
biggest changes you’ve seen 
in terms not only of threats, 
but also how cybersecurity is 
viewed in an organization?

For 20 years, I have seen so much change in 

IT security. From technical solutions to the 
tools implemented to attack, everything 
has changed. 

We are talking about organized cybercrime 
now. The threat hovers over everyone, 
from the largest multinational to the simple 
quidam. 

But the biggest developments are those 
taking place in the executive committees 
of companies. Awareness is one of these 
major developments.

Business leaders realized that they would 
not be spared, and that the cybersecurity 
of the data they manipulate, or the 
infrastructures they manage, is a key issue 
in the success of their business.

Budgets appear. Teams are structured.

There is still some way to go because the 
threat keeps evolving. It will be necessary 
to hire technical profiles, but also specific 
profiles, like psychologists specialized in 
cyber, data specialists, statisticians, etc.

 It is now necessary to accept that a team 
is no longer composed only of hyper-
specialists, but that it must be diversified, 
mixed, to make it effective.

“It is now necessary to accept that a team 
is no longer composed only of 
hyper-specialists, but that it must be 
diversified, mixed, to make it effective.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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How to Test Your Security Controls Against 
Advanced Persistent Threats with a Breach and 
Attack Simulation Platform

Sophisticated long-dwelling cyber 
attacks, or advanced persistent threats 
(APTs), have become a growing concern for 
large and small organizations alike. 

Planned, crafted and executed with 
diverse motives, ranging from financial gain 
through political espionage to intellectual 
property, APTs may seem impossible to 
defend against. 

And while in cyber security, there is 
no one silver bullet solution, APT dwell 
time has in fact dropped from 416 days in 
2011 to 78 days in 2018, demonstrating 
faster detection on the part of victim 
organizations.

 In fact, realizing that prevention 
capabilities are limited, the security 
industry has shifted its focus to detection 
and incident response, as recently 
explained by a Cisco VP. 

By regularly testing your security 
and ensuring that your controls are 
optimized to detect as much of the bad 
stuff as possible—be it malware samples, 
suspicious behavior  such as process 
hijacking or lateral movement within the 
network—you can ensure your security 
team is best positioned to identify and 
recover from an APT within the shortest 
possible amount of time. 

So, where do you get started in 
defending against APTs? 

The cyber attack surface, also called the 
attack kill chain, can be divided into three 
stages: attack delivery (pre-exploitation), 
system compromise (exploitation) and 
action on objectives (post-exploitation). 

“By challenging the 
controls relevant to each 
phase of a cyber attack, 
security teams can ensure 
each control is optimized 
to thwart cyber attacks.”

At a glance

•    3 minute read
•    What is an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)?
•    Phases of defending against ATPs
•    Testing your security controls against APTs

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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By challenging the controls relevant 
to each phase of a cyber attack, security 
teams can ensure each control is optimized 
to thwart cyber attacks.

The Four Pillars of Detection 
Framework

Pre-exploitation phase

• Email security – Security tests check 
for the ability to bypass the email gateway, 
sandbox and CDR to ensure that malicious 
emails are modified or blocked before 
reaching an employee’s mailbox.

• Browsing security – Check your 
gateway’s ability to block unsafe browsing, 
verifying whether employees can browse 
to known malicious websites, IP addresses 
and URLs known to be malware infection 
points or command & control servers.

• Application security – Is your WAF 
properly configured to protect your 
consumer-facing application from divulging 
sensitive data (as it was in the CapitalOne 
breach) or becoming the gateway to an 
attacker’s presence in your network?             

Is it blocking malicious commands, XSS and 
SQL injections?

Exploitation phase

• Phishing – Are your employees 
sufficiently savvy to check emails before 
opening attachments and clicking links? 
Phishing is still the number one segue into 
victims’ networks.  

• Endpoint security – Are your 
endpoint security controls, e.g. AV, NGAV, 
EDR or EPP, able to detect malicious IOCs 
and behaviors? Are the appropriate alerts 
generated when a malicious identified is 
found? 

Post-exploitation phase

• Lateral movement – Challenge your 
network settings and other configurations 
to verify how far an attacker could move 
laterally within your network as a result 
of infrastructure settings, testing things 
like principle of least privilege, open 
communication ports, etc. 

“Are your employees sufficiently savvy to check 
emails before opening attachments and 
clicking links? Phishing is still the number one 
segue into victims’ networks.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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• Data exfiltration – Can PII, protected 
health information or payment card details 
be siphoned out of your network? By 
mimicking this scenario, you can ensure 

that your DLP is configured properly.

Testing Methods

There are generally two different 
methods by which you can test your 
current security controls, before piling 
new security products into your arsenal:

• Open source tools – While these 
offer a free way to simulate attacks in 
your environment, they usually require 
advanced technical skills and scripting 
when testing multiple attack techniques at 
a time, and usually don’t provide mitigation 
steps. 

Examples include Endgame Red Team 
Automation, MITRE Caldera and Red 
Canary Atomic Red Team.

• Breach and attack simulation tools - 
While not free, these offer fully automated 
cyber attack simulations across the kill 
chain and require minimal skills to run 
and generate reports and remediation 
guidelines.

To learn more about testing your 
infrastructure comprehensively against 
advanced persistent threats, download the 
APT-Ready in Four Steps: Your Action Plan 
– White Paper. 

Looking to test the effectiveness of 
your security against The MITRE ATT&CK 
Framework? 

Download the Testing Security 
Effectiveness with the MITRE ATT&CK™ 
Framework - Solution Brief on modelling 
the latest threats and APTs.

“Breach and attack simulation tools offer fully 
automated cyber attack simulations across the 
kill chain and require minimal skills to run and 
generate reports and remediation guidelines.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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https://cymulate.com/resources/collateral/testing-security-effectiveness-with-mitre-attck/
https://cymulate.com/resources/collateral/testing-security-effectiveness-with-mitre-attck/
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Another Day, Another Data Breach

Each week we seem to hear about 
yet another large release of personal 
information.  Recently, StockX announced 
that 6.8 million records were exposed, 
an incident that was preceded by Capital 
One announcing a significant data breach 
of over 100 million accounts and Honda 
revealing the exposure of their internal 
network details. 

Topping off these incidents was the 
news that 2.1 million user records owned 
by Librería Porrúa, a large bookseller and 
publishing company in Mexico, had been 
held for ransom in mid-July.

 With no signs of these large-scale 
breaches slowing down, and the fact 
that 52% of us reuse passwords, bad 
actors have more credentials than ever to 
leverage for their attacks. 

So, in addition to the stolen data being 
used against the original attack target, 
bad actors can use the stolen credentials 
to launch large-scale, automated 

attacks against other public-facing web 
applications and expect reasonable rates of 
success for their efforts. 

This makes any organization that uses 
an account-based infrastructure, where 
user logins provide access products and 
services, a potential target. 

The challenge organizations face is that 
the malicious transactions appear to be 
legitimate, or syntactically correct, making 
the attacks difficult to identify and mitigate. 

The Four Pillars of Detection 
Framework

To better understand, detect, and 
ultimately respond to these sophisticated 
attacks as an application security vendor, 
CQ Prime, Cequence Security’s threat 
research team, has developed a framework 
to help our team and those in the security 
industry consistently answer the following 
critical questions:

Author: Matt Keil, Director of Product Marketing, Cequence 
Security

“With no signs of these 
large-scale breaches 
slowing down, and the fact 
that 52% of us reuse 
passwords, bad actors 
have more credentials than 
ever to leverage for their 
attacks.”

At a glance

•    5 minute read
•    The continued threat of large-scale data breaches
•    The four pillars of detection framework 
•    Best practice for organisations
•    The Cequence Application Security Platform

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matt-keil-830100/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shreyans-mehta-37a529/
https://www.cequence.ai/
https://www.cequence.ai/
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• What are my adversary’s goals? 

• What does my adversary need to 
accomplish those goals? 

• Who is my adversary, what resources 
do they have, and how determined are 
they?

• What should my strategy be to 
mitigate my adversary? 

Our threat research team concluded 
that, at the most basic level, it’s important 
to understand what a bad actor needs to 
launch an attack, and the answer lies within 
the Four Pillars of Detection Framework, 
defined below: 

Tools – These represent the most basic 
components of these type of attacks. 
In particular, it’s essential to identify 
immutable characteristics of the code 
launching the attack or, increasingly, the 
configurations and characteristics of off-
the-shelf tools that are difficult for novice 
bad actors to change.

Credentials – As mentioned before, 
credentials are the essential fuel for 
automated business logic abuse. 

Simply put, bad guys need user accounts 
– either legitimate and compromised, or 
fake– through which to carry out these 
attacks. Our team focuses in particular 
on how the credentials are being used in 
automated attacks.  

The recent data stolen from StockX and 
Capital One provides a significantly large 
set of user information to cybercriminals 
that can be used in potential attacks, and 
companies should expect any significant 
breach data to be leveraged against their 
public-facing assets.

Infrastructure – This pillar of the 
framework represents the resources that 
bad actors need to distribute their attack 
and anonymize themselves. As such, 
infrastructure is an essential component 
to successful automated bot attacks, but it 
can also be a unique part of understanding 
and identifying attacks.

“Simply put, bad guys need user accounts – 
either legitimate and compromised, or fake 
– through which to carry out these attacks. 
Our team focuses in particular on how the 
credentials are being used in automated 
attacks.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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As documented in a research report 
published a few weeks back, cybercriminal 
entrepreneurs are trending towards a 
new type of service for attackers, called 
“Bulletproof Proxy.” 

Bulletproof Proxies have taken the 
concepts of anonymity and availability 
found in Bulletproof Hosting and extended 
them to the delivery infrastructure 
required to launch automated bot attacks 
against public-facing applications. 

These attacks utilize seemingly 
legitimate transactions to commit 
automated fraud (e.g., account takeovers, 
credential stuffing, fake account creation, 
social media reputation bots, and content 
scraping). 

By using Bulletproof Proxies bad 
actors can realize success where scale, 
availability, and hiding in plain sight among 
normal users are critical to their attack 
strategy. 

In a recent analysis of automated 
malicious bot campaigns across three 

industry verticals, we found that the use of 
this infrastructure type is trending upward 
rapidly, with a 361% increase in activity 
between Q1 2019 and Q2 2019.

 The Honda data breach mentioned 
above, which included internal network 
details among other information, is 
particularly troubling because it provides 
a valuable set of endpoints a Bulletproof 
Proxy vendor might try to add to their 
network of compromised devices that in 
turn can be used in an automated attack. 

 

“In a recent analysis of automated 
malicious bot campaigns across three 
industry verticals, we found that the use of 
this infrastructure type is trending upward 
rapidly, with a 361% increase in activity 
between Q1 2019 and Q2 2019.”

Learn more about the CQ Prime threat 
research team and download the inaugural 

research report

 Bulletproof Proxies: The Evolving 
Cybercriminal Infrastructure

by visiting: 

https://www.cequence.ai/threat-research/

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://info.cequence.ai/bulletproof-proxies
https://info.cequence.ai/bulletproof-proxies
https://www.cequence.ai/threat-research/
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Behavior – Behavior cuts right to 
the heart of automated bot attacks as it 
is one of the most nuanced aspects of a 
transaction yet is critical to understand 
when attempting to identify malicious 
intent.

 It consists of the unique fingerprint 
a bad actor creates when using tools, 
credentials, and infrastructure to launch 
the attack. 

Much of Cequence Security’s research 
into “bot behavior” actually deals with 
the human element of automated bot 
attacks. For example, how does the human 
operator(s) respond to mitigation, friction, 
or defensive action?

Taking Action

Using the framework to understand 
these attacks is a good start, but in order 
to to reduce risk, organizations need to be 
prepared also to take some form of action 
based on what they learn. 

Here are three recommendations you can 
put into action today:

1.  Understand your exposure. Make 
sure your developers are using updated 
applications, patched against any known 
vulnerabilities.

Both Elasticsearch and MongoDB are 
widely used and have known vulnerabilities. 
Attackers are well informed of this and can 
easily search for out-of-date applications 
using tools like Shodan, then move on to 
the next step of exploiting the vulnerability. 
Plug those holes and put a process in place 
to keep them plugged.

Threat modeling and visibility tools can 
monitor your public-facing applications, 
potentially looking for spikes in login 
attempts, increased password reset activity, 
or a large volume of incomplete shopping 
transactions.

2.  Reduce complexity and look for 
points of leverage. Every customer we 
talk to says they have too many security 
products and they are not talking to each 
other. 

As mentioned above, it can be 
challenging to tell if a transaction is a 
malicious one as attacks evolve. 

“Behavior cuts right to the heart of 
automated bot attacks as it is one of the 
most nuanced aspects of a transaction yet 
is critical to understand when attempting to 
identify malicious intent.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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But, it’s even more difficult if your tools 
don’t have the data they need or you are 
juggling to many tools. 

Consolidate similar security 
technologies (network, application, 
endpoint, etc.) and choose solutions that 
have rich APIs that enable inbound and 
outbound integration with your existing 
security infrastructure. 

3. Look for ways to bake security into 
development. 

Many organizations are moving to rapid, 
iterative development methodologies 
where traditional change-control oriented 
approaches and security tools can slow 
development, or worse yet, lead to 
security incidents — baking security into 
the development workflow and selecting 
vendors that don’t introduce friction to 
the process means applications can be 
deployed at speed in a secure manner.

  It’s important to note there is no silver 
bullet to prevent a breach. In many cases, 
it simply comes down to human error. The 
public information available on the Capital 

One incident indicates a configuration 
error. 

And, it’s very likely that of the other 
recent security incidents mentioned, there 
was an element of human error that gave 
an attacker the opportunity they needed to 
be successful. 

However, organizations can minimize 
their risks with due diligence, best practices, 
continual auditing, and monitoring. 

The Cequence Application Security 
Platform (ASP) helps you deploy some of 
these best practices, taking an intelligence-
based approach to protecting your 
web, mobile, and API-based application 
infrastructure from automated attacks, 
malicious bots, and application vulnerability 
exploits. 

To learn more visit:

www.cequence.ai

“Baking security into the development 
workflow and selecting vendors that don’t 
introduce friction to the process means 
applications can be deployed at speed in a 
secure manner.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Carlos Otero
CISO at Santander Consumer Banque

Carlos is a technology professional 
with 14 years of experience in the 
communication and banking sectors. 
First, he worked in the consulting 
business for communication 
companies, developing CRMs for 
several key players in the European 
sector. 

Then, he moved to the banking area 
where he worked in data analysis, 
systems migration projects and 
also in the operations department. 
This wide knowledge of the 
company made him suitable for the 
CISO position he currently holds 
at Santander Consumer Finance 
Europe.

The CISO’s role is a very high-
pressure, high-stakes job. What 
is the right profile for this job?

In my opinion, a wide IT background is 
needed as well as the business processes 
of the company, in order to understand all 
the areas covered and impacted by cyber 
security. 

Also, regarding competences, you need 
to be able to react in stressful situations, to 
think clearly, communicate properly and to 
conduct yourself in a way that gets straight 
to the point.

How do you communicate 
information security issues to 
the board?

There are several mechanisms to 
communicate information security issues. 
Usually, the communication comes after 
an analysis of the situation and once the 
remediation plan is ongoing. It is important 
to show them what happened, how we are 
solving it and what we will do to prevent it 
in the future.

“You need to be able to 
react in stressful 
situations, to think 
clearly, communicate 
properly and to conduct 
yourself in a way that 
gets straight to the 
point.”

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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If it is possible, the cyber security 
committee can be scheduled in an 
extraordinary session. Otherwise, if the 
board members or myself are not in the 
same place, the communication will be 
carried out by email and conference call. 

How do you assess the 
responsibility of the CISO for 
educating the workforce?

Workforce training and awareness in 
cyber security falls under my responsibility, 
so we have a strategy to carry out these 
tasks. The most important thing is to show 
them why cyber security matters and how 
we are all involved in it. 

Once they are aware of this, some 
training and tests are issued in order to 
teach them the different ways a cyber-
attack can be conducted.

Ransomware and phishing 
are among the risks that 
have threatened all industries 
recently. From your perspective, 

how should companies mitigate 
these risks and what has worked 
for you?

Ransomware and phishing are risks we 
all face every day. To mitigate them, it is 
important to keep these three parts of the 
cyber security team in place: 

Prevention  - patching the machines on 
time, blocking the USB ports, performing 
the employee’s phishing tests etc.

 Detection - having our SOC vigilant to 
detect these attacks as soon as possible.

Response - in case the attack has 
succeed, a forensic analysis and respond 
plan must be ready to be applied.

How can CISOs balance security 
and innovation?

 Innovation is necessary in all companies 
in order to improve their products or 
services and to survive as a business. 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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So, security must be involved in all these 
innovation projects as soon as possible in 
order to face all the cyber security risks 
that may arise. 

In my experience, it is helpful to have 
a specialized function within the cyber 
security team for innovation, so some 
concepts like cloud, SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, 
blockchain sound familiar when performing 
an analysis. 

Could you offer any advice on 
how CISOs and CIOs can work 
together effectively?

CISOs and CIOs must work together in 
order to meet both of their objectives: keep 
the organization secured while delivering 
the required IT services. 

For this, proper communication 
between the CISO and the CIO is key to 
having both sides aligned when a cyber 
solution is in place in order to have the IT 
perspective to prevent any impact in the IT 
production - and also when a new IT project 
is ongoing to perform a cyber security 
analysis and to prepare a mitigation plan if 
any risk may appear.

Closing statement: 

The CISO role is the most interesting 
one I have ever faced, always keeping you  
alert, learning new technologies and risks 
and developing your competences. On 
top of that, it gives you a wide knowledge 
about the business you are involved in. 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Available for download in Press Quality

Cybersecurity Observatory - Infographics - Threats & Attacks

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory - Insight

Infographic

Social Engineering in Information Security

Social Engineering in Information Security

1st Global Cybersecurity Observatory  - Insight
cyberstartupobservatory.comSO

Definition

All techniques pursuing to manipulate people 
to give up confidential information, including 
passwords, bank information and social 
security numbers or to perform specific 
actions with illegitimate  or fraud related 
goals.

•  Vishing or Voice Phishing
•  Phishing and Spear Phishing using emails 
•  Smishing using SMS messaging
•  Water Holing using websites infected with  
    malware
•  Impersonation

Attack Vectors

Social Engineering exploits the human 
decision-making process (cognitive biases)  
and relies on the 6 Principles of Influence:

Principles of Influence

•  Creating an Information Security Culture            
   contributes decisively to the protection of   
   the information within the organization
•  Staff training and frequent awareness     
   programs are absolutely crucial 

Information Security Culture

•  Reciprocity 
•  Commitment & Consistency
•  Social Proof

•  Authority 
•  Liking 
•  Scarcity

The 6 Principles of Persuasion by Robert Cialdini
References:

SO

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/infographics-threats-attacks/
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01Company Description

Atempo is a leading independent European-based software vendor with an established 
global presence providing solutions to protect, store, move and recover all mission-
critical data sets for thousands of companies worldwide. With this feature set and 
an extensive range of supported storage technologies and applications, Atempo is 
suitable for all centralized or multi-site organizations including those having extreme 
scale data volumes, petabyte and above. 

Company Name: ATEMPO
Founded: 1992
Employees: 160
Web: www.atempo.com
Headquarters: Massy, South of Paris, 
France

02Company Information
Other French offices: La Ciotat,  Lyon, 
Toulouse, Vannes.
Worldwide offices: UK, Germany, USA, 
Singapore, Korea.

03The Product

Miria: A unique solution to back up 
and migrate or synchronize billions 
of unstructured data files between 
heterogeneous storage.

Tina: Enterprise backup and restore 
solution for physical and virtual machines, 
supporting a wide range of operating 
systems and applications.

Lina: Continuous data protection for 
desktops, laptops and file servers, 
offering self-service restore capabilities.

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Public Administration

• Healthcare

• Research & Higher Education

• Industry & Manufacturing

• Media & Entertainment

• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.atempo.com/
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Product in detail: Miria

Miria is a powerful and scalable backup, archive, copy/move, migration and 
synchronization solution for petabyte scale unstructured file-based storages.

How does it work?

Miria for Archiving allows organizations to cost effectively manage the growth of their 
file-based data, particularly for data-intensive industries.  
 
Miria for Archiving is a high-performance file management software for large file-based 
data sets that delivers: 
• Cross-platforms backup and restore capability for large scale-out NAS, parallel file 

systems and file servers 
•  Express post-disaster restart for protected NAS by offering direct use of the backup 

target for read/write use
• File and folders on-going synchronization between heterogeneous storages with 

ACLs and remote sites support
• Automated permanent storage migration between heterogeneous platforms with 

ACLs preservation
• End-User driven or automatic Archiving via simple drag-and-drop 

interface allowing end-users  operations without IT staff assistance 
And much more... 

Rapidly back up data from damage and loss 
and ensure lasting protection all from a 
single centralized platform

Migrate very large data volumes 
and billions and files efficiently 
between heterogeneous storages 
and file systems

Miria engine delivers performance 
and manages petabytes 
of data and billions of small files on 
site and in hybrid environments

Moving data where necessary with 
direct and shared access for 
remote teams while maintaining a 
high level of security

Free up storage on high performing 
primary storages and manage storage 
growth requirements

Miria for Data Moving

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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05Key Benefits: Miria

• Efficient backup and restore for petabyte-scale volumes and billions of files: 

• Fast-scanning large storages for new, modified or deleted files

• Complying with backup windows constraints

• Preserving users rights/groups (ACLs)

• Making migration or synchronization of very large data set of files between 
heterogeneous storage simple and efficient  

Unique Differentiators

• Heterogeneous platform integration that preserves ACLs across storages, operating 
systems and platforms

• User driven or automated workflows
• Fast data movement due to heavy parallelization and leveraging scalable groups of 

data movers

Future Functionality
• SnapStor – New capability to leverage a GPFS storage as a backup target that 

enables direct and immediate restart of production directly from the backup in 
case of disaster – as well as empowering the rebuilding of the storage platform 
once ready to restart

Product Video

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49vNNtsf86o&list=PLebrSAEixt8sgp9D-IYdQt-TiNgMSOBRH
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Product in detail: Tina (Time Navigator)

Built for complex, heterogeneous enterprise environments, Tina offers complete data 
protection, whether you manage a single work group or multiple data centers. Time 
Navigator makes it easy to meet backup windows, to ensure digital security and to 
manage tiers of backup storage, regardless of the platform, application or media.

How does it work?

Tina transforms backup by focusing on what matters in your business: recovery of 
data.  Whatever the platform, restore is always based on three simple concepts:

1-Select data.
2-Choose date & time.
3-Restore.

Restore-centric solution that provides visual access to the file system in real-time 
showing not only files and directories but also deleted files.  The user never needs to 
worry about where the data has been saved. Data is tracked throughout its lifecycle 
and can be restored with just 3-clicks regardless of the complexity of its backup history. 
Tina provides a common interface that displays the files in the same way regardless of 
platform.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits: Tina
• Security and compliance: encryption, digital certificates, key management and 

activity trails can be applied to specific sets of protected data.

• Unique restore:   no need to know where the data resides, only the date/time to 
restore back in time.  File restore operations are made easier by providing a unique 
restore interface across a wide support of platforms and infrastructure.  

Unique Differentiators

• Tina - A unique approach to data restoration locates and restores individual files 
from any point in time and from any tier of storage, enabling both IT staff and end 
users to quickly restore lost files.

• Tina is the ONLY solution able to visualize all files, including deleted ones (from 
physical and virtual machines) and restore them with the same 3-click approach 
through a simple interface.

Future Functionality

• Support of VMware vSphere   

• Enhanced security for data encryption

• Fine granular restore of Active Directory   

• Deduplication for all applications and Operating Systems

• Oracle RMAN script configuration wizard

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail: Lina

Lina provides a standalone, continuous data protection solution with advanced data 
de-duplication for  remote offices, workstations, file servers and laptops.

How does it work?

With more and more critical data being stored on laptops, data protection is essential 
to protect the business. Lina provides continuous data protection for files residing on 
desktops, laptops and file servers, offering self-service restore capabilities.
 
With Lina, administrators just need to roll-out data protection policies across the 
enterprise and end users are empowered to restore data, through a wizard or a web 
browser.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits: Lina

• End-users benefit from seamless protection of their data. There is no need to ask 
the administrator for the restore

• Administrators save time by not having to deal with numerous end-user restore 
requests

• Infrastructure managers benefit from reduced storage costs and optimized network 
performances

• Continuous data protection, no need to schedule backups, no risk of exceeding 
backup windows

Unique Differentiators

• Lina offers wizards to restore, but also advanced restore features (Time Navigation, 
cross restore).

• Lina can protect laptops and file servers with millions of files. 
• De-duplication mechanism reduces storage space and network use.

Future Functionality

• Multi-servers Architecture

• Encryption

• Fail over Replication

• Restore Audit Trail

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Certifications & Awards

Label France CyberSecurity identifying French Cybersecurity quality solutions which 
respects the highest level of computer security requirements.

Atempo is also participating actively to the French Government Program, to bring 
assistance to cyberattack victims, through the Cybermalveillance.gouv.fr platform.

“Startup of the Year” winner for the Infosecurity Product Guide Excellence Awards 2018.

Based on our ability to offer innovative, secure, reliable, and scalable data storage and 
backup services to accommodate the growing data storage requirements, Atempo has 
been recognized by CIO Review magazine as the “Top 10 Most Promising Backup 
Solution Providers – 2018”.

AI Global Media Ltd has put the Cyber Security Awards in place to honour companies 
that have gone above and beyond in this highly competitive sector. Atempo has been 
named: “Best for Data Protection & Restore Software - Europe”, as recognition of our 
outstanding performances within the sector.

 SOLUTION PROVIDERS - 2018

10 MOST PROMISING 

BACKUP

Best for Data Protection & Restore Software – Europe

Have Been Named: 

This is to certify that:

CERTIFICATE

Cyber
Security
awards 2019

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Institutional Partners

The CV Magazine     has recognized Luc d’Urso  as ‘Most Influential CEO of the Year 
2019 – Cybersecurity’ 

2019 Corporate Excellence Awards 
Most Influential CEO of the Year 2019 - Cybersecurity

Luc D’URSO

Has Been Named: 

This is to certify that:

CERTIFICATE
JUNE 2019

CORPORATE VISION
MAGAZINE

Kathryn Hall

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description
Wooxo provides business security and continuity solutions to protect business data 
for organisations of all sizes. Our solutions include local and cloud backup and disaster 
recovery.
Wooxo offers business class appliance solutions, Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Private 
Cloud to match any storage requirements.

Company Name : Wooxo
Founded: 01/2010
Employees: 40
Web: www.wooxo.fr
Headquarters: La Ciotat, France.

02
Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: all.

03
The Product
Product Category: hardware, software and 
services
Product Names and Brief Description: 
YooShield: Next Generation Endpoint 
Protection 
Pack Cybersecurity: Disaster Recovery for 
laptops, workstations, physical and virtual 
servers.
Services Provided:
Backup, Recovery, Storage, Externalisation, 
Monitoring & Customer Care.

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• Architects
• Construction
• Public Sector
• Healthcare
• Manufacturing
• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.wooxo.fr/
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Product in detail: Pack Cybersecurity 
Disaster Recovery Plan for laptops, workstations, physical and virtual servers which 
includes: Backup, Storage Box, externalisation and Business Continuity Plan, Monitoring 
and Customer Care with two special functionalities: OneKey Restore and OneClick 
Restart.

How does it work?

Pack Cybersecurity combines our 5 areas of expertise:

• Nex Generation Endpoint Protection against ransomwares and other malwares
• Full Backup

The entire computer inventory is saved automatically, locally and on a daily basis. 
Data is saved without any manual operation. The incremental backup (Delta Bloc 
technology) allows a granular level file recovery.

• Cyber-risks protection 
YooBackup software and its embedded proprietary protocol including versioning 
and encryption (AES 256) ensures data integrity. It allows an immediate and clean 
recovery of all systems in case of a cyber-attack. 

• Preventive monitoring tool
This pack includes an automatic supervision of the computer park’s backup status 
and hard drives’ health.

• Technical issues are resolved without any external intervention. 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits: Pack Cybersecurity
• The Backup Continuity Plan (BCP) ensures your data is safe even if the main storage 

is unavailable. 

• The Cybersecurity Pack includes 50 Gb of cloud externalisation (on French Data 
Centers certified for hosting health Data).

Unique Differentiators

• YooShield delivers multi-engines security that detects suspicious behavior and 
blocks threats, including known or yet unknown ransomwares.

• The OneClick Restart option is a business continuity Premium Service to allow any 
user, with one simple click, to restart his activity from the Wooxo box without having 
to launch the restore.

• Quick and complete restore of the systems: OneKey Restore.

• Volume Backup is the newest feature of YooBackup software.

• With an ordinary Wooxo USB memory stick, people can launch the full recovery of 
their workstations, servers and hard drives on their own, on any device (Bare Metal 
Restore) in less than a minute. 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail: YooBackup

YooBackup Software, allows you to back up all your devices without restriction, 
including servers, workstations, laptops, etc. The technology is based on a propietary 
patent and allows to simply restore your files from any device at any time. If disaster 
strikes, YooBackup allows you to quickly resume your activity while complying with all 
the applicable regulations.
Yoobackup is compliant with the GDPR requirements for processing personal data on 
the “Data Protection” level.

How does it work?

• All our clients’ computer inventory is saved on a local storage box which can be 
replicated on another box (on another site) or on the Cloud. 

• Each computer and device has a YooBackup agent which connects it to the box. 
• Everything is automatic and either Wooxo or its partners take care of the monitoring. 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits: YooBackup
• Prevention against malware, spyware, exploit, fileless attacks and host intrusions, 

network threat protection.

• Legal framework: YooBackup solution answers to the highest requirements of the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) concerning backup.

• Hosting solutions associated with YooBackup are also certified for hosting sensitive 
data (health, etc).

• Saved Data encryption (AES 256 bits key) and pseudonymization.

• Embedded proprietary protocol against cryptolockers.

Unique Differentiators

• Made In France: research, development, after-sales service  and support located in 
France.

• Cloud hosting is possible in our French Data centers, Tier 4 certified and authorized 
for hosting sensitive data (important in health and financial departments…).

• Yoobackup’s log annotates all the actions: dates, restorations, externalisations, 
suppressions...

• The Backup continuity plan is guaranteed if the main box in unavailable (BCP)

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Certifications

• The “Label France Cybersecurity” identifies French cybersecurity quality solutions 
which respects the highest level of computer security requirements.  

• Wooxo is also chosen for being part of by Cybermalveillance.gouv.fr, a government 
program designed to bring assistance to cyberattack victims.

Awards
• 2019 Cyber Security Awards Winner: Best SME Data Protection Company - France

• The 2018 French Tech Generation – among the 120 best French startups

• The Distribution trophies – Best Brand 2016.

• The “Succès du Numérique” – Security award 2017.

Partners

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description

Acorus Networks has developed a large-scale, robust, and flexible infrastructure that 
facilitates distinct and complementary methods of both web and network DDoS detection 
and mitigation that ensures both performance and high availability for enterprise and 
service providers whose business activity, data or image depends on the Internet.

Company Name: Acorus Networks
Founded: 11/14
Employees: 18
Web: www.acorus-networks.com 
Headquarters: France

02Company Information
Key Target Verticals: Cloud/SaaS, 
Finance, Web Hosting, Retail, Media, 
Government

03
The Product
Product Category : Advanced DDoS 
protection as managed Services

Product Stage: Released

Product Names and Brief Description:
Acorus Transit Protect: IP Transit service 
protected by access lists configurable 
by customer, via a portal or API

Acorus Infra Protect: Intelligent mitigation 
solution for network and application traffic 
against DDoS attacks

Acorus Cloud Protect: Advanced DDoS 
protection for http/https websites against 
multi-vector attacks

Customer Footprint

Markets with Customers: Finance, 
Cloud/SaaS, Retail, Media, SP, IoT, 
Healthcare, Gambling

Relevant Public Success Stories per 
Key Target Vertical:

• Web hosting: Webedia
• E-commerce: Cdiscount
• Media: Mediapart
• Service provider: LuxNetwork
• Cloud/SaaS: Datacenter.eu

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.acorus-networks.com/
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Product in detail

IP Transit service which offers from 100Mbps to  100Gbps of Internet bandwidth, 
protected by access lists configured by the customer, via a portal of commands or API 
to filter IP prefixes, standard protocols and ports

How does it work?

• Customer connects Acorus Networks infrastructure with a IP BGP Transit session

• All internet traffic that is better announced by Acorus Networks transit and peering 
policy will cross naturally Acorus internet routers and will match with the configured 
Access lists (ACL)

• ACL can be managed on customer side thanks to API portal. The customers can 
enable their own stateless rules upstream their Internet access and prevent them 
from handling ACL  only on their premises

Acorus Transit Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits

• Large and scalable Backbone : nx100G distributed in Europe and US, with over 1,4Tb 
of available capacity

• Numerous Peering Points with Franceix, Hopus, Equinix Paris and NY, Amsix, NL-IX 
Dec-IX, Lu-cix, LINX

• Good quality connections with French eyeballs

Unique Differentiators

• Transit filtering via a customer portal with API:
• Identified source prefixes FW filters
• L4 type UDP, ICMP, TCP protocols by implementing FW filters…
• Capability to rate-limit traffic like UDP…

• Advanced visibility through customer portal
• Monthly Top AS per client
• Blocked traffic volume display vs 95th percentile consumption

Future Functionality

• More enhanced features for control and visibility on API portal for customers

Acorus Transit Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail

Intelligent mitigation solution for network and application traffic, managed by Acorus 
Networks in its own secure large scale infrastructure, to protect in real time automatically 
your Internet access against DDoS attacks.

How does it work?

• Customers protected prefixes are configured on Acorus Networks portal. DDoS 
attacks filtering service activation is done by BGP redirection of customer’s attacked 
IP addresses to Acorus Networks mitigation systems. 

• All prefixes (up to /32 for transit protect customers) are not announced until 
customer decides to activate mitigation via the Acorus Networks 24/7 NOC or with 
the WebUI. portal

Acorus Infra Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits

• Own secure large scale network infrastructure

• Propose Direct BGP connection in addition to GRE tunnel

• No need of on-premises appliance (available as an option)

• Customized portal per client to visualize attacks and provide alerts in real time

Unique Differentiators

• European company (EU Regulation compliancy)

• L3/L4 AND advanced L7 attack Mitigation service (on-demand or always-on)

• Customer API to control mitigation on demand to avoid false positive

• Complete Analytics at Network and Application levels

• Up to /32 prefix mitigation for Transit protect customers

• Mitigation infrastructure spread across the network, not concentrated in one or 
two locations 

Future Functionality

• More enhanced features for control and visibility on API portal for customers

Acorus Infra Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail

Solution based on a robust reverse proxy architecture, hosted and managed by Acorus 
Networks, to protect http/https websites effectively against DDoS multi-vector attacks.

How does it work?

• HTTP/HTTPS traffic is redirected toward Acorus Cloud Protect™  infrastructure by 
changing the protected site’s domain name in the DNS servers. 

• Acorus Cloud Protect™ infrastructure is based on a reverse proxy architecture. It 
receives the traffic sent to the protected website. The traffic is analyzed and cleared 
off the threats before being sent to the protected website’s hosting server, which can 
be situated at any hosting infrastructure or public cloud (AWS/Azure/Google Cloud).

Acorus Cloud Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits

• Customized portal per client to visualize attacks and provide alerts in real time

• Complete Real Time Visibility

• Deep Analytics at Network and Application levels

• Propose Direct network connection to Customer’s backend web servers to maximize 
performance and security

• Customized portal per client to visualize attacks and provide alerts in real time

Unique Differentiators

• European company (Compliance with EU Regulation)
• Include by default WAF Module with Top 10 OWASP vulnerabilities

Future Functionality

• Portal enhancements
• Advanced Bots’ management (Beta version)
• WAF custom rules

Acorus Cloud Protect

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Certifications

• PCI-DSS on-going certification process

Partners

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description

Reblaze is a cloud-based, fully managed protective shield for sites and web 
applications: a comprehensive web security solution that includes a next-gen WAF, 
DDoS protection, bot mitigation, scraping prevention, CDN, load balancing, real 
time traffic control, and more. Machine learning provides accurate, adaptive threat 
detection. Dedicated Virtual Private Clouds ensure maximum privacy, performance, 
and protection.

Company Name: Reblaze Technologies LTD.
Founded: 01/12 
Employees: 35
Web: www.reblaze.com
Headquarters: Tel Aviv, Israel

Company Information
Other Offices: Sunnyvale, USA. 
Singapore
Key Target Verticals: eCommerce, 
FinTech, Travel, Media, HealthCare, 
Government

Product Category: Web Security, 
Application Security, Cloud Security, 
Detection & Prevention
Product Stage: Released
Product Names and Brief Description: 

• Reblaze is a cloud-based 
platform that provides a 
comprehensive, dynamic, 
intelligent security and control 
solution for web platforms and 
services.

Services Provided:
• WAF (Web Application Firewall)
• DDoS protection
• Bot mitigation
• CDN & Load balancer
• Traffic management 

03
The Product Customer Footprint

Markets with Customers: +20
Relevant Public Success Stories per Key 
Target Vertical:

• See published case studies here. 

02

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.reblaze.com/
https://www.reblaze.com/resources/#case-studies
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At its core, Reblaze runs a robust Web Application Firewall engine. It detects and blocks 
SQL injection, XSS, OSCi, cookie and session poisoning, malicious payloads, and other 
attacks.

The Reblaze WAF/IPS uses a multivariate approach, including a variety of techniques to 
accurately identify and block malicious traffic. This includes Application Whitelisting, 
Behavioral Analysis, Blacklisting, Fine-grained ACL, and Machine Learning.

Product in detail

WAF (Web Application Firewall)

Multilayer DoS/DDoS Protection

Bot Detection and Mitigation

Reblaze’s DoS/DDoS protection provides multiple benefits: full-scope protection, high 
levels of accuracy and performance, ease of use, and top-tier infrastructure.

Reblaze goes far beyond typical bot detection methods such as browser 
authentication. The platform uses machine learning to construct and maintain 
behavioral profiles of legitimate human visitors. For each user, Reblaze continually 
gathers and analyzes stats such as client-side I/O events, triggered by the user’s 
keyboard, mouse, scroll, touch, zoom, device orientation, movements, and more. 
Continuous multivariate analysis verifies that each user is indeed a legitimate human.

These allow Reblaze to identify and respond to malicious bots and other threats even 
as they become more sophisticated. Updates and upgrades are deployed across the 
network automatically, with no action required on your part. You always have the latest 
protection.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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How does it work?
• Reblaze deploys a dedicated VPC for each customer. That is, a dedicated stack 

environment for each protected web platform, deployed immediately and 
automatically, and running across one or more cloud vendors (mainly AWS, GCP 
and Microsoft Azure, although private clouds are supported as well). 

• All incoming traffic is routed through the VPC and scrubbed as it passes through. 
Latency is negligible (generally 1.5 milliseconds or less).  

• Hostile traffic is blocked before it reaches the protected network. Legitimate traffic 
has normal access to the requested resources. 

• Attackers cannot reach, or even find, the targeted web platform.

• Bandwidth, compute, and other resources scale automatically as needed, limited 
only by the capacity of the global cloud. 

• Remote management ensures minimal obligations (of time or expertise) from onsite 
staff.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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How does it work? 

Product Video
Effortless Web Security

Protective Shield 
For Your Web Assets

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKs97sSfrwk
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Key Benefits
• Runs in a unique Virtual Private Cloud: a full dedicated stack for each protected network, 

which eliminates multi-tenancy vulnerabilities.
• Runs natively on your clouds of choice: AWS, Azure, GCP, IBM, Oracle, AliBaba Cloud, and 

more, in any combination and across multiple regions, with a single unified management 
console to control them all from one place. Rules, policies, signatures, ACLs, and intelligence 
are shared across platforms automatically in real time.

• Uses multivariate threat detection: Reblaze excludes hostile traffic with whitelisting, 
blacklisting, fine-grained ACLs, behavioral analysis, and machine learning. The platform 
goes beyond legacy techniques such as signature detection, and also uses JSON & XML 
schema enforcement, content evaluation, field policy enforcement, argument limitations, 
payload inspection, and other methods.

• Runs in multiple regions, while providing a single unified management console to control 
them all from one place. Rules, policies, signatures, ACLs, and intelligence are shared 
across platforms automatically in real time.

• Runs seamlessly as, and auto-scales into, multi-region clusters, able to process even 
global DDoS assaults.

Unique Differentiators
• Reblaze deploys a Virtual Private Cloud for every customer. The platform’s architecture 

ensures that your network is isolated from Internet threats, with auto-scaling bandwidth 
and the ability to run on multiple cloud providers.

• No installation: As a cloud platform, Reblaze deploys in minutes. Only a DNS change is 
required.

• No risk: You can add Reblaze to your existing security in “report only” mode.
• A fully managed service: Reblaze is managed and kept up-to-date remotely by our team 

of security experts. As new web threats are identified, all global Reblaze deployments are 
upgraded immediately and automatically to defend against them. You always have the 
latest protection.

• Guarantee: Try Reblaze for 14 days. If you aren’t delighted with the results, your account 
will be cancelled and you’ll owe nothing.

• Launch directly from the main cloud providers’ marketplace

• API Gateway and integration with cloud protection services
• Tailor made security user recommendations via Reblaze AI
• Notification center and connectivity to user’s hooks
• IAM and user management connection across multiple providers
• Machine learning detection across clients

Future Functionality

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Certifications

Awards

Partners

Reblaze builds its services in accordance with security best practices. Customers can 
be confident that the platform will ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
their web assets. Reblaze’s clouds are fully compliant with GDPR, SOC 1/SSAE 16/ISAE 
3402, SOC 2, FISMA Moderate, PCI DSS, ISO 27001, FIPS 140-2, HIPAA, CSA (Cloud 
Security Alliance), and other standards and certifications. Reblaze is a PCI-DSS Certified 
Level 1 Service Provider.

• Included in Forrester’s Bot Management Report in 2018
• Google’s launch partner for Google Cloud Armor at Google Next 18 (not an award, 

rather an achievement, read more here or here. Or see this video by Google 
showcasing Reblaze at Google Next 18)

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.reblaze.com/blog/use-google-cloud-armor-automate-web-security/
https://www.reblaze.com/blog/google-launches-ddos-attack-partner/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-IvJ7THK30&feature=youtu.be&t=693
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Company Description
Cequence Security develops award-winning application security solutions that 
protect your Web, Mobile, and API-based applications from a broad range of targeted 
attacks. These include automated bot attacks focused on business logic abuse 
(such as credential stuffing, site scraping, fake account creation, and more) as well 
as attacks designed to exploit both known and unknown application vulnerabilities.  
The foundation of the solution is the Cequence Application Security Platform (ASP), 
a container-based platform easily deployed on premises or in your public or private 
cloud, across any number of locations. The platform is powered by the patented CQAI 
analytics engine and supports two integrated security modules – CQ botDefense and 
CQ appFirewall. 

Company Name: Cequence Security 
Founded: 01/14 
Employees: 50+
Web: www.cequence.ai
Headquarters: Sunnyvale, CA

Company Information
Other Offices: Munich, Germany
Key Target Verticals: The Cequence 
ASP is targeted to today’s “hyper-
connected” organizations across the 
US and Europe. 

Product Category: Application Security, 
Cloud Security,  Web Security.
Product Stage: Released.
Product Names and Brief Description: 

• CQ appFirewall: Application 
Security That Goes Beyond 
Legacy WAFs.

• CQ botDefense: Intelligent 
Automation that Prevents 
Malicious Bot Attacks.

• Cequence Application Security 
Platform (ASP): AI-powered 
platform providing defense 
against attacks on web, mobile, 
and API-based applications.

03
The Product Customer Footprint

Relevant Public Success Stories per Key 
Target Vertical:

• The Cequence ASP (which is 
deployed on customer premises) 
currently processes more than 1 
billion application transactions each 
day and is protecting web, mobile, 
and API-based applications for 
multiple Fortune 500 companies, 
including those in financial services, 
retail, and social media markets.  

• The Cequence solution has received 
multiple industry accolades, include 
the 2018 Gartner Cool Vendor 
designation.

02

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.cequence.ai/
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Web Application Firewalls (WAF) have been deployed to address PCI regulatory 
compliance and protect web applications from OWASP Top 10 risks. Today, application 
teams move faster than security and when coupled with attack advancements, WAFs 
have been rendered ineffective at protecting your public facing web applications. 
Additionally, WAFs are hard to manage and their traditional change control approach 
to signature and policy updates can delay the application development lifecycle, often 
impacting user experience.

Product in detail: CQ appFirewall

How does it work?

Taking a new approach to application security, one that uses intelligence, automation 
and a cloud-centric architecture, CQ appFirewall extends beyond traditional WAF 
functionality, allowing your security team to accomplish several key objectives:

• Simplifies management, enabling your team to do more with less. CQ appFirewall 
fully leverages intelligence generated by the CQAI traffic and threat analytics 
engine to virtually eliminate the need to manually create and update applications 
and threat signatures.

• Improves security efficacy with customized application infrastructure defense. 
Threat response options that go beyond traditional alert and block, CQ appFirewall 
allows you to improve security efficacy with creative mitigation techniques such 
as geo-fencing and deception.

• Integrates with your existing security infrastructure. As an integral component of 
Cequence ASP, CQ appFirewall takes advantage of the CQ Connect REST APIs to 
import and export information and thus improve the efficacy of your entire security 
infrastructure. The distributed, container-based architecture enables you to deploy 
CQ appFirewall in the cloud, data center or hybrid locations.

• Enables application security consolidation. Managed centrally, the integrated 
elements of the Cequence ASP, CQ botDefense and CQ appFirewall allow you to 
manage multiple application security functions – bot protection and application 
firewall – with a single pane of glass.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits
• What sets CQ appFirewall apart is the platform approach that fully leverages the CQAI 

intelligence to address the vulnerability protection and compliance requirements (e.g., 
OWASP Top 10 and PCI DSS Section 6.6) that most organizations have struggled to 
effectively deploy. 

• CQ appFirewall, in conjunction with Cequence ASP, protects your entire modern application 
landscape including mobile and API-based – not just your web applications.

Product Infographic
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Software-only Solution
No need for expensive, 

purpose-built appliances

“Baked in” Security
Prede�ned pro�les & machine learning eliminate 

deployment bottlenecks

Application Firewall
Prevent zero-day attacks and address

OWASP TOP 10 & PCI 6.6 requirements

Flexible Deployments
Deployable on-premises, in the 

cloud, across any number of locations

Application Discovery
Automatically discovers all web, mobile, and 

API application assets across the organization

No In-line Detection
Does not rely on in-line detection, 

which can introduce additional 
latency to the network

No JavaScript or SDK
Does not require use of 

time-consuming JavaScript or 
mobile SDK modi�cations

AI-Powered Platform
With machine learning to provide 
attack detection/analysis in real time

Bot Attack Defense
Provides effective attack defense 
against all channels – web, mobile, 
and API apps

Open Architecture
Allows data to be shared with 
SIEMs, WAFs, and more to improve 
work�ows and response time

Automated Mitigation
Stops attacks fast with customizable, 
automated mitigation policies - 
including blocking, rate limiting, 
and deception

Economic Value
Reduces infrastructure costs, 
�nancial loss, business disruption, 
and damaged reputation

Twelve Ways Cequence Security Is Raising the Bar
on Application Security

© 2019 Cequence Security, Inc., 100 Murphy Avenue, Suite 300, Sunnyvale, CA 94086  1-408-978-3258  info@cequence.ai  www.cequence.ai    All rights reserved.
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Your web, mobile and API-based applications are increasingly targeted by bad actors 
who use a rich repository of resources from the dark web to programmatically attack 
the business logic of your public facing applications with malicious transactions that 
appear to be legitimate, or syntactically correct. These attacks manifest themselves in 
the following abusive ways: account takeover (also referred to as credential stuffing), 
fake account creation, content scraping, denial of inventory, denial of wallet, gift card 
theft and loyalty program fraud. The impact to your business can be seen in the 
following ways:

• Revenue loses directly attributed to fraud, theft and the process of addressing it.

• Decline in user-base from reputation bombing, loss of trust and poor user 
experience.

• Increased infrastructure costs to address the high volume of illegitimate traffic.

• Degradation of user experience, application performance and availability.

Product in detail: CQ BotDefense

How does it work?

CQ botDefense complements CQ appFirewall as an additional security module 
available within the Cequence Application Security Platform (ASP). CQ botDefense 
leverages CQAI, a patented, machine learning, analytics engine to automatically 
discover all of your web, mobile and API-based applications along with the threats and 
vulnerabilities targeting them that may lead to data loss or application infrastructure 
compromise. Armed with this unmatched visibility, your security team can deploy 
policies and accomplish the following application security objectives:

• Prevent automated attacks targeting web, mobile and API-based apps.

• Bake security into your application infrastructure.

• Integrates with your existing security infrastructure.

• Enables application security consolidation.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits

Research shows that malicious bots represent as much as 35% of the overall web traffic and 
for some customers, these attacks represent 90% or more of their web traffic. CQ botDefense 
takes an intelligent approach to preventing business logic abuse attacks targeting your public 
facing web, mobile and API-based application infrastructure.

Product Infographic
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Does not require use of 

time-consuming JavaScript or 
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AI-Powered Platform
With machine learning to provide 
attack detection/analysis in real time

Bot Attack Defense
Provides effective attack defense 
against all channels – web, mobile, 
and API apps

Open Architecture
Allows data to be shared with 
SIEMs, WAFs, and more to improve 
work�ows and response time

Automated Mitigation
Stops attacks fast with customizable, 
automated mitigation policies - 
including blocking, rate limiting, 
and deception

Economic Value
Reduces infrastructure costs, 
�nancial loss, business disruption, 
and damaged reputation

Twelve Ways Cequence Security Is Raising the Bar
on Application Security

© 2019 Cequence Security, Inc., 100 Murphy Avenue, Suite 300, Sunnyvale, CA 94086  1-408-978-3258  info@cequence.ai  www.cequence.ai    All rights reserved.

Unique Differentiators

Traditional network level protections, such as Web Application Firewalls , CDNs, and 1st 
generation bot mitigation tools, have proven to be largely ineffective and are hard to manage, 
injecting friction into the application development lifecycle and often impacting user 
experience.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The Cequence Application Security Platform (ASP) protects web, mobile and API-
based application infrastructure from automated attacks, malicious bots, and 
exploits. Cequence ASP is a distributed, container-based architecture that is scalable 
and flexible, allowing you to integrate security into your application infrastructure. 

Cequence ASP is comprised of the following elements: 

• CQAI is the patented intelligence engine for the platform, using machine learning 
and analytics to automatically discover web, mobile and API-based applications 
while uncovering threats and vulnerabilities that may lead to application 
infrastructure compromise and/or data loss. CQAI uses multiple techniques to 
analyze your transactions to provide a complete view of application and threat 
behavior than other technologies that rely on client context alone. Applications 
and threats identified by CQAI can then be used to drive policy creation and 
enforcement within two security modules: 

• CQ botDefense uses the intelligence generated by CQAI to determine the actual 
intent of the application transactions, allowing you to protect all public facing 
web, mobile and API-based applications from a broad range of business logic 
abuse attacks typically orchestrated using bots or human farms. 

• CQ appFirewall takes full advantage of CQAI to intelligently extend traditional 
WAF functionality to address one of the most significant WAF deficiencies: the 
inability to detect and prevent unknown, or zero-day attacks.

Product in detail: Application Security Platform (ASP)

Product Video

Cequence Application Security Platform (ASP) 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JJTimBX5e4&t=23s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JJTimBX5e4&t=23s
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How does it work?
Cequence ASP leverages the power of its CQAI analytics engine to analyze every 
interaction from a user, client, network, and application perspective. 

This multi-dimensional analysis provides you with a complete view of behavior – far 
more than what is possible with technologies that rely on client context alone. 

For example, while client-side analysis can reveal unusual header anomalies, 
application-side analysis can see the actual attack behavior of a denial of inventory 
attack where a user repeatedly puts items in his basket without purchasing. 

CQAI then uses an ensemble of machine learning models, behavioral analysis, and 
statistical analysis of hundreds of traits to build a syntactic profile of the application 
used to identify threats and to facilitate policy creation. This includes, but is not limited 
to, heuristic analysis of headers, protocols, other network traffic, and both user and 
application behavior. 

CQAI also performs a statistical analysis of all of these traits to identify patterns and 
anomalies. By tracking the unique multi-step behaviors of real attacks against your 
applications, CQAI distinguishes malicious bots from benign forms of automation 
such as approved content aggregators. 

This same multi-dimensional analysis is used to detect and defend against targeted 
exploits of application vulnerabilities that traditional WAFs cannot detect.Enables 
application security consolidation.

Key Benefits

Container-based software platform can be deployed on premises or in the cloud, wherever 
applications are located. Platform consolidates multiple application security functions, 
simplifying security architecture and eliminating need for specialized appliances. AI-powered 
analytics engine automatically discovers apps, detects threats, and defends against attacks. 
No application changes required, no signatures, no performance impact.

Unique Differentiators
Container-based software platform can be deployed on premises or in the cloud, wherever 
applications are located. Platform consolidates multiple application security functions, 
simplifying security architecture and eliminating need for specialized appliances. AI-powered 
analytics engine automatically discovers apps, detects threats, and defends against attacks. 
No application changes required, no signatures, no performance impact.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Certifications

Awards

The Cequence ASP supports OWASP requirements as well as PCI 6.6 compliance.

• 2018 Gartner Cool Vendor
• 2019 CSO Hot Startups
• 2019 InfoSecurity Global Excellence
• 2019 Cyber Defense Magazine InfoSec Award
• 2019 Enterprise Security Top 10 Startup
• 2019 MRC Technology Award

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description
Cymulate is an award-winning SaaS-based Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) 
platform that makes it simple to know and optimize your security posture any time, all 
the time.

Company Name: Cymulate
Founded: 06/16 
Employees: 50-100
Web: Cymulate.com

Company Information
Headquarters: Israel
Other Offices: USA, UK, Spain
Key Target Verticals: All verticals 

Product Category: Breach & Attack 
Simulation
Product Stage: Released
Product Names and Brief 
Description: 
The product is comprised of multiple 
attack vectors. 

• Full Kill-Chain APT
• Email Gateway
• Web Gateway
• Web Application Firewall
• Phishing Awareness
• Endpoint Security
• Lateral Movement 
• Data Exfiltration
• Immediate Threat Intelligence

Services Provided:
• Simulate attacks across the full 

kill chain. 
• Evaluate controls to identify gaps. 
• Remediate with actionable 

guidelines.

03The Product Customer Footprint

Markets with Customers: Cymulate’s customers 
are found in markets across North America, EMEA, 
and Asia. 
Relevant Public Success Stories per Key Target 
Vertical:

• Financial Services 
• Euronext “As Euronext’s cybersecurity team, 

we know that cybersecurity is always a work 
in progress. Cymulate allows us to fill a gap 
that for a long time was not closed directly, but 
only indirectly with other security controls. We 
recommend anyone looking for a BAS platform to 
turn to Cymulate.” –Jorge Ruao, Head of Security 
Operations

• Critical Infrastructures
• Connecticut Water “Cymulate enables me to test, 

reconfiugre, increase our security posture, and 
lower our cyber risk – adding great value to our 
security program.” –William Perez, Cyber Security 
Lead

• Communications
• Telit “With pen-testing it’s a long process, which at 

the end can take even 3 months to get the report. In 
that time there might have been new products, new 
attacks and it’s not relevant – we need to be up to 
date with new attacks all the time.” –Itzik Menashe, 
VP Global IT & Information Security

02

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cymulate.com/
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Cymulate is an award-winning SaaS-based Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) 
platform that makes it simple to know and optimize your security posture any time, 
all the time. Fully automated and customizable, Cymulate challenges your security 
controls against the full attack kill chain with thousands of simulated cyber attacks, 
both common and novel. 

Testing both internal and external defenses, the attack simulations show you exactly 
where you’re exposed and how to fix it-making security fast, continuous, and part of 
every-day activities. With 360° visibility and actionable reporting, Cymulate shortens 
test cycles and offers a counter-breach assessment technology that empowers 
security leaders to validate the effectiveness of their current security controls by 
taking a proactive approach to their cyber stance, so they can stay one step ahead of 
attackers. Always.

Product in detail

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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How does it work?

• Tests defenses against the full attack kill chain
We’ve divided the attack surface into nine vectors that can be run ‘a la carte or 
simultaneously to simulate a full Advanced Persistent Threat (APT). Challenging 
both internal and external (perimeter) security controls, Cymulate’s attack 
simulations replicate the modus operandi of real-world threat actors in a safe 
manner, running the full gamut of cyber threats, from ransomware to banking 
Trojans, SQL injections and countless others.

• Attack customization tailored to your needs
By easily customizing attacks to test security controls against specific threats 
or threat components, assessments become much more efficient and time-to-
remediation is shortened.

• KPI-friendly metrics and benchmarking
After running an assessment, a score is generated, reflecting the magnitude 
of potential threats to target systems or resources, with industry-specific 
benchmarking. Cymulate’s risk score is calculated using industry standards such 
as the NIST Risk Management Framework, CSVSS v3.0 Calculator, Microsoft’s 
DREAD and the MITRE ATT&CK Framework.

• Comprehensive reporting and alerting
Instrumental to meeting compliance mandates and demonstrating ROI ,a 
technical and executive summary are generated at the end of each assessment. 
Alerts can be generated to notify personnel when the Cymulate Risk Score 
exceeds a certain threshold.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits
• Validate your company’s security posture after any sort of change. 
• Assess if your organization is really safe from a breach. 
• Ensure your organization is compliant with GDPR, PCI, HIPPA and all other federal or 

industry regulations that require regular testing of security controls.
• Optimize your cybersecurity budget ROI by comparing the effectiveness of current and 

alternative security solutions.
• Get automated alerts to test your security posture against the very latest threats detected 

in the wild. 
• Check your organization’s defenses across business touchpoints, to ensure they are 

resilient enough to keep 3rd party threats out.

Unique Differentiators
• Deploys in minutes
• Simple to use
• Single agent, unlimited attacks
• Customized attacks
• SaaS-based platform

• Expanding our integrations and testing capabilities to cover the organization’s entire 
digital footprint across environments including cloud, IoT, and beyond. 

Future Functionality

Product Video

• Automated or on-demand
• Very latest threats simulated with a few clicks
• Covers the full attack kill chain
• Immediate results
• Comprehensive coverage

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z17l3F9rcl0
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Certifications / Recognitions

Awards

Partners

Tech Startup of the Year, 
Software

Best Breach and Attack 
Simulation Platform

Simulation Platform Best Cybersecurity Startup

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description
Based on regulatory standards and internal policies, our solutions allow you to easily 
manage innovative online IT awareness campaigns. Our outreach programs to IT 
security are designed to meet the needs of organizations of all sizes and in all industries. 

Company Name: Conscio Technologies
Founded : 01/2006
Employees: 10-30
Web: www.conscio-technologies.com

02Company Information

s

Headquarters: Paris, France
Other offices: Regional office
Key Target Verticals: All

03
The Product
Product Category:

• Compliance & DLP
• Information Privacy
• Phishing Prevention

Product Stage: released & deployed
Product Names and Brief Description:

• RapidAwareness: ready to use IT 
security awareness campaigns

• Sensiwave: tailor-made solution for 
IT security awareness

Services Provided:
Cybersecurity awareness,
Confidentiality of personal data, 
Healthcare data confidentiality awareness, 
Fighting harassment and corruption 
(Sapin II Law), Information security and 
Economic Intelligence

Customer Footprint
• Markets with Customers: 

Finance, Corporate, Industry, 
Government

• Relevant Public Success Stories 
per Key Target Vertical:
• Financial Services
• Industry
• Defence

 t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio

 t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio
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Product in detail - RapidAwareness
RapidAwareness is a ready to use IT security awareness campaign. It is an 
innovative solution which is accessible online in SaaS mode. Simple, clear 
and easy-to-use, RapidAwareness incorporates awareness-raising campaigns 
designed to meet international standards and the demands of certification audits 
(such as ISO, PCI, HIPAA, …).that educates your employees to risk behaviors. 
 
RapidAwareness, online awareness campaigns for an immediate result!

Main topics:
• Cybersecurity awareness
• Confidentiality of personal data
• Healthcare data confidentiality awareness
• Fighting harassment (sexual and psychological)
• Fighting corruption (Sapin II Law)

How does it work?
We offer you customized and powerful tools to raise awareness smoothly: Simplicity, 
relevance, attractiveness. You have all the keys in hand to implement your custom 
campaign

With RapidAwareness solution, your company is quickly in accordance with the 
regulations. Communication with your employees is more fluid and expected behaviors 
are adopted. The risks are limited in record time. Your strategic vision can then take full 
scope and achieve concrete results.

 t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Differentiators

Product Benefits
To change behavior and thus, ultimately, employee culture, it is necessary to combine 
3 types of actions with a playful approach: Communication – Awareness – Training

Based on regulatory standards and internal policies, our solutions allow you to easily 
manage innovative online IT awareness campaigns. Our outreach programs to IT 
security are designed to meet the needs of organizations of all sizes and in all industries.

With this success, we are going further by offering you assess the level of awareness of 
your communications and the impact of your campaign through detailed report.

Your company needs to change risky behavior of employees to sustain its activities.
We are at your side to accompany this change!

Please ask for a free demo link => contact@conscio-technologies.com

Future Functionality
Conscio Technologies is constantly developing and creating new contents to meet 
companies needs.

www.conscio-technologies.com

Conscio Technologies, it’s:
- 12 years experience as an expert in IT security awareness
- Over 1,000,000 satisfied users
- Over 200 references from organizations of all sizes and sectors

RapidAwareness
 t e c h n o l o g i e s

conscio

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail - Sensiwave
Sensiwave: awareness courses to educate on the IT security best practices: 100% 
customizable and editable. A tailored SaaS solution that fits your industry, your issues 
of the moment and that integrates your brand and values. You can for example create 
your own sketches, choose your media and organize your storyboard, create new 
quizzes…

Main topics:
• Cybersecurity awareness
• Confidentiality of personal data
• Healthcare data confidentiality awareness
• Fighting harassment (sexual and psychological)
• Fighting corruption (Sapin II Law)
• Information security and Economic Intelligence

How does it work?
We offer you a powerful tool to implement, customize in any detail your awareness 
campaigns. You have all the keys in hand to implement your custom campaign 
 
With our Sensiwave solution, your company is quickly in accordance with the 
regulations. Communication with your employees is more fluid and expected 
behaviors are adopted. The risks are limited in record time. Your strategic vision can 
then take full scope and achieve concrete results.

 t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio
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Key Differentiators

Product Benefits

To change behavior and thus, ultimately, employee culture, it is necessary to combine 
3 types of actions with a playful approach: Communication – Awareness – Training

Based on regulatory standards and internal policies, our solutions allow you to easily 
manage innovative online IT awareness campaigns. Our outreach programs to IT 
security are designed to meet the needs of organizations of all sizes and in all industries.

With this success, we are going further by offering you assess the level of awareness of 
your communications and the impact of your campaign through detailed report.

Your company needs to change risky behavior of employees to sustain its activities.
We are at your side to accompany this change!

Please ask for a free demo link => contact@conscio-technologies.com

Partners

Conscio Technologies, it’s:
• 12 years experience as an expert in IT security awareness
• Over 1,000,000 satisfied users
• Over 200 references from organizations of all sizes and sectors

Sensiwave  t e c h n o l o g i e s
conscio

Certifications

Conscio Technologies is a UGAF Referenced Company.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description
A European leader in digital infrastructure security, Stormshield offers smart, 
connected solutions in order to anticipate attacks and protect digital infrastructures. 
Stormshield offers innovative end-to-end security solutions to protect networks, 
workstations and data.

Company Name: Stormshield
Founded: 01/16 
Employees: 300+
Web: www.stormshield.com
Headquarters: Issy les Moulineaux

Company Information
Other Offices: Lyon, Villeneuve d’Ascq, 
Toulouse, Munich, Madrid, Milan, Dubai, 
Warsaw
Key Target Verticals: Industry, Energy, 
Transportation, Manufactoring, Healthcare, 
Education, Administration, Defence, CNI 

Product Category: Network security, 
(Cloud Security), Endpoint Security, 
ICS/SCADA, Information Privacy 
(Compliance and Data Leakage 
Prevention)
Product Stage: Released
Product Names and Brief 
Description: 

• Stormshield Network Security 
(Network protection/Firewall/
UTM/Industrial cybersecurity)

• Stormshield Endpoint Security 
(workstations protection)

• Stormshield Data Security 
(data confidentiality and 
privacy)

Services Provided:
•  Threat Intelligence, Training, 

Support

03The Product Customer Footprint

Markets with Customers: 
• EMEA Market (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, 

Benelux, Poland, Hungaria, UK, Switzerlands, 
Nordics, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Jordania, …),

• APAC Market (Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, 
Singapour, Taiwan,…)

Relevant Public Success Stories per Key Target 
Vertical:

• Université de Cergy Pontoise
• Rossman
• Port Boulogne Calais
• More References Available Upon Request

02

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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The Stormshield Network Security (SNS) range is designed to protect IT & OT 
infrastructure against all types of threats transparently for users and administrators. 
These Unified Threat Management Solutions and Next Generation Firewalls combine 
all network security functions in a single hardware device or virtual appliance.

Product in detail

How does it work?

• SNS appliances are available in different form-factors (physical, ruggedized, virtual) 
in order to provide extended protection of hybrid environments (IT/OT/Cloud).

• SNS appliances offer multi-layer traffic analysis and control based on Security 
Policy Management and Filtering up to layer 7, Host and IP Reputation, IPSec/SSL 
VPN, Intrusion Prevention, Malware Prevention, Web and Email Control, Sandboxing, 
Security Reporting,…

• SNS appliances can be managed in different ways: embedded web interface, 
centralized management console, CLI, or orchestrated using an open API.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Benefits
Ensure that business activities will remain uninterrupted
Our solutions include all of the protection technology needed to hold out against even the 
most sophisticated attacks.

Protect the internet use
Monitor internet usage, manage threats from the wild and control the impact on your business 
applications.

Connect employees and remote offices
Employees have secure access to the company’s resources, no matter where they are and 
what device they’re using.

Meet compliance requirements
Ensure your compliance with access control standards, regulations, and norms (PCI-DSS, ISO 
27001, NIS, GDPR, LPM, etc.).

Unique Differentiators
Unrivaled Trust
The highest-level of European certifications to ensure integrity and transparency

Global Protection for Converged IT/OT Networks
A unique platform to inspect and control IT and Industrial-related traffic

Performance 
An optimized system to ensure maximum performance when security engines are activated. 

• ANSSI Qualification (Standard Level) 
• VISA ANSSI 
• UE Restricted Classification  
• NATO Restricted Classification
• EAL3+/EAL4+ Common Criteria

Certifications

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description
United Biometrics, a French Fintech company, has developed a unique ultra-secure 
multi-biometric and behavioral authentication platform for telecom carriers, banks 
and other industries. Patents are delivered in France, Europe and the USA. 

Company Name: United Biometrics 
Founded : 04/2014
Employees: 10
Web: www.unitedbiometrics.com
Headquarters: Paris-Orsay. France

02Company Information

s

Other offices: Regional office
Key Target Verticals:

• Banking & Finance Applications
• Enterprise and other Key Industries
• Government Applications / Public Sector

03
The Product

Product Category:
• Cloud Security
• Mobile Security
• Application Security
• Identity & Fraud

Product Stage: released
Product Names and Brief Description:
Dual Authenticator: Authentication by 2 
biometries of your choice: Fingerprint, 
Voice, Face, Keylock Pattern, Keystroke 
Dynamics and others.
Services Provided:
Installation, support, integration, 
customization services.

Customer Footprint

• Markets with Customers: 
Finance, Corporate, Industry, 
Government

• Relevant Public Success Stories 
per Key Target Vertical:
• Financial Services
• Industry
• Defence

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://unitedbiometrics.com/
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Product in detail
The solution to replace passwords i.e. Ultra-Secure Authentication Software Platform 
for Key Industry Applications. Principal features of proprietary software platform:

• Multi-biometry
• Double control device + server 
• Anonymous
• Million users scalability 
• OTP 
• Real-time transaction

How does it work?

During the connection to a secured space, the user is invited to authenticate on 
a smartphone, tablet or PC with Multi-factor biometric authenticators thanks to his 
physical characteristics pertaining to every individual such as fingerprint, voice, face, 
iris and behavioural biometries. 

A unique ultra-secure multi-biometric and behavioural authentication system platform. 
The system features: Multi-mobile operating systems iOS, Android, Windows
• 20 Million+ users capacity and scalability tested, specially designed for very large 

databases.
• 7 biometries available per user.
• 3000+ Transactions/second.
• Simultaneous and real-time identity control, supporting transaction speed and 

process.
• Central Monitoring on server or on Cloud.
• API Integration.

Authentication

Carousel

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Key Differentiators

Product Benefits
• Multi-biometry to reach a very high level of security.
• Classical & Reversal behavioural biometrics.
• Multi-OS /Multi-device in use (iOS, Android, Windows).
• Non-biometric and anonymous database to protect privacy.
• Double authentication to provide superior security level.
• Very high transactional speed due to patented product architecture.
• High scalibility.
• Capacity to (de)select a biometry for one individual.
• Hardness management.
• Easy integration in client IT environment through APIs.
• Product available in SaaS mode or local mode (on premises).
• Fall Back on itself on another set of biometrics challenge.
• Security by design.
• Full solution protected by international patents.

Future Functionality
• New biometry
• Homomorphic encryption
• Artificial Intelligence

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Awards

• Cartes Bancaires VivaTech 2019 -  award winner for Voice Commerce

• I-LAB Best French technology challenge – Ministry of Research France

• ORANGE VivaTech innovation challenge

• TOTAL high technology innovation challenge

• SNCF French Railways innovation challenge

• BNPP Hackathon

• SOCIETE GENERALE innovation challenge

Partners

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Company Description

Ercom is a French SME founded in 1986 and specialized in securing mobile devices, 
voice/text communications and file sharing. Ercom develops cloud and on-premise 
solutions, with certified and military-grade security to meet enterprise and government 
growing cybersecurity needs. 

Company Name: ERCOM
Founded: 05/1986
Employees: 250
Web: ercom.com
Headquarters: Velizy - France 
Other Offices: Paris, Lyon, Marseille

02Company Information

s

Key Target Verticals: 
• Government
• Defense & Aerospace
• Energy
• Transport

03
The Product
Product Category: 

• Mobile Security
• Privacy 

Product Stage: released
Product Names and Brief Description:

• CRYPTOSMART: The ultimate 
solution to secure mobile 
communications and devices 

• CRYPTOPASS: The professional 
application for secure messaging 
and communications

• CRYPTOBOX: Secure file-sharing 
and collaborative work in the cloud

Customer Footprint
Relevant Public Success Stories:

• French State (Presidency, Ministry 
of Defense, Ministry of Interior, 
Foreign affairs ..)

• Industry & Services (Orano, Qwant, 
Imprimerie Nationale ..)

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.ercom.com/
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Product in detail: CRYPTOSMART
CRYPTOSMART is the only French military-grade solution, jointly developed 
with Samsung, to secure consumer smartphones and mobile voice/SMS/data 
communications, by simply installing a CyberSIM and Cryptosmart application on 
latest Samsung Galaxy smartphones and tablets (S9, Note8, TabS4, A8..). ). It provides 
end-to-end encryption of all communication streams, local device encryption, strong 
authentication and protection against hacking attacks through Wifi, USB or malicious 
apps.

How does it work?

• Protect your device and your sensitive communications in mobility, regardless of 
device loss, theft or eavesdropping:
• Cryptosmart solution is based on a full encryption of local files and communication 

streams (voice, SMS, data) performed by a software app and a hardware 
component (CyberSIM) 

• Communications are end-to-end encrypted between two cryptosmart devices, or 
between the devices and a Cryptosmart gateway hosted within the enterprise IT 
system and connected to corporate servers (emails, PBX ..) & to the internet

• Cryptosmart 5.0 has been certified «  Restricted  » by French ANSSI, Europe & 
NATO

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail: CRYPTOPASS
Cryptopass is a privacy-by-design and secure messaging application, featuring end-
to-end encrypted instant messaging (1:1, group) with file transfer. Cryptopass features 
as well secure audio/video calls and audio conference. The solution includes a 
management console to enroll and revoke users, access traffic KPI….

How does it work?

• Protect your sensitive mobile communications and meta-data privacy with a 
professional and easy-to-use app:
• Cryptopass is a mobile messaging app for iOS and Android devices, featuring 

end-to-end encryption of all communication streams and full privacy of user 
meta-data

• Cryptopass is available as a service, with instant rollout, zero infrastructure to 
deploy, yet full administration capabilities through a powerful management 
console

• Once users download Cryptopass from the iOS/Android app store, they can 
securely communicate with their internal and external professional contacts, 
over any 3G, 4G and Wifi networks

• Cryptopass is developped and hosted in France. Certification by French ANSSI is 
on-going

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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Product in detail: CRYPTOBOX
Cryptobox provides businesses and organizations with a sharing and collaboration 
solution to secure internal and external exchanges, using end-to-end encryption. You 
can now securely access your documents from any device, control your data and costs 
with a scalable architecture and a patented security solution.

How does it work?
• Protect internal and external teamwork with a highly secure solution to share files 

and messages in workspaces, transfer files and synchronize on any device securely:
• Cryptobox solution is based on an end-to-end encryption of files and messages 

exchanged between users and stored on the cloud
• From a web brower or Cryptobox mobile app, users can benefit from a personal 

& secure vault, team workspace, instant messaging, and file transfer through 
secure url

• Cryptobox is available as a service, with instant rollout, zero infrastructure to 
deploy, yet full administration capabilities through a powerful management 
console

• Cryptopass is developped and hosted in France. Cryptobox was certified 
« Restricted » by French ANSSI in 2018

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description

For nearly 13 years, Abicem’s consultants have been dedicated to delivering state-
of-the-art information security solutions and consulting services within the financial 
services, telecom, aviation, chemical and automotive industries. Our mission is to help 
organisations of all sizes protect their infrastructure and applications, secure their 
data, reduce risks and gain a competitive edge.

Company Name: Abicem
Founded: 08/2006
Employees: 6
Web: www.abicem.co.uk 
Headquarters: London, UK

02Company Information
Other Offices: Algier, Algeria

03
The Product

Product Category: Identity & Access 
Management, Identity & Fraud, Insider Threats  
Product Stage: Released V1.0
Product Names and Brief Description:

• Amina Identity Governance
• Amina Access Manager

Services Provided: 
• Identity-as-a-service, Identity and Access, 

Process automation, Least Privileged, 
Separation-of-duties (SOD), Access 
recertification

• Access Control, Single-Sign-On (SSO), Multi-
Factor (MFA)

• Real-time event correlation & fraud detection

Customer Footprint

Key Target Vertical: 
• Financial Services
• Healthcare
• Critical Infrastructures
• Education
• Manufacturing
• Law Enforcement & 

Intelligence Agencies
• Other

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.abicem.co.uk/
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How does it work?

• Amina Identity and Access eliminate the complexities and time-consuming 
processes often required to govern identities and manage control access.

• Our Identity-as-a-service (IDaaS) platform enables organisations of all sizes to 
centrally and efficiently govern the life cycles of all their identities on-premises, 
in the cloud or in hybrid environments. With Amina Identity Governance, 
organisations can achieve efficiency and strengthen security controls with 
identity and access process automation, least privileged principle, separation-
of-duties (SOD) and access recertification.

• Amina Access Manager, simplify and secure access to all resources on-
premises and in the cloud. Reduce complexity, improve productivity and 
enhance user experience with fast, seamless Single-Sign-On (SSO).Strengthen 
security and reduce risk with Multi-Factor (MFA) authentication and real-time 
event correlation and potential fraud detection.

Product in detail

Our Identity and Access platform provides secure access for customers, employees and 
partners for on-premises and cloud environments. We help prevent security breaches, 
efficiently govern identities life cycles, simplify and secure access to all applications 
and infrastructure.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01Company Description

OSI provides  security analytics and risk management services to identify, analyze, 
predict and prevent highly sophisticated security threats in real time. Obrela Security 
Industries collects and analyzes structured and unstructured data generating valuable 
intelligence for new, emerging and advanced security threats giving its clients a unique 
advantage in predictability, preparation and response. 

Company Name: Obrela Security 
Industries Ltd.
Founded: 06/2011
Employees: 48
Web: obrela.com 
Headquarters: London, UK

02Company Information
Other Offices: Athens, Dubai
Key Target Verticals: Telecom, Banking 
& Finance, Critical Infrastructure, Health, 
Retail, Software 

03
The Product

Product Names and Brief Description:
• OBRELA addresses an emerging demand 

and offers an “Umbrella” of turnkey risk 
and threat management services that help 
our clients enhance and orchestrate their 
security operations with real time visibility 
that significantly reduce the mean time to 
detect and respond to cyberattacks.

Services Provided: 
• Threat Management

• MDR
• Threat Prevention

• Exposure Management
• Managed Testing
• Remediation Management

• Risk Management
• Managed Program
• Managed Compliance

Customer Footprint

Markets with Customers: 
• Telecom
• Banking & Finance 
• Critical Infrastructure
• Health
• Retail
• Software
• Shipping 
• Food & Beverage
• Government

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://www.obrela.com/
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How does it work?

• Orchestration & Automation. Reduce overheads, improve operational security 
and rationalize security investments.

• Real Time Risk Management. Integrate real time intelligence from external and 
internal sources and feed algorithms with real time data. 

• SLA driven. Continuous uninterrupted monitoring (24/7/365), 15’ Emergency 
response on Security Incidents, User specific content development and Ongoing 
Blue team support.

• Zero Technology footprint.
• Centralization. Leveraging SWORDFISH platform’s functionality as the Single 

Security Gateway for Operational Security. One through which everyone and 
everything can be managed, measured and monitored. 

• Visibility. SWORDFISH integrates people, process and technology and delivers 
3D (three dimension) security as the substance of next generation Cyber Security. 

Product in detail
Our Threat Detection and Response service includes machine learning tools and 
techniques to analyze user behavior, vulnerability and intrusion data from multiple 
sources while integrating the analysis results to the real-time event correlation 
framework. Our service is engineered to be vendor independent, practically capable to 
detect security events from any product, system, application, network device available 
in the market today.

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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01The Product

What is the @CSOFinder?

The  @CSOFinder is a global search engine for cybersecurity practitioners.

On the one hand, it endeavors to help CISOs, cybersecurity consultants, 
technology managers, purchase and innovation departments and other key 
stakeholders to identify the right cybersecurity solutions that address their 
specific needs.

On the other hand, the @CSOFinder provides cybersecurity companies 
unparalleled exposure to our global audience of over 500k  industry 
practitioners engaging with the Observatory on a yearly basis.

    CSOFinder@SO

02How does it work?

The process is very simple:

a) Cybersecurity Practitioners  just need to go to the search engine by 
clicking the link below and start the search. For those companies that have 
already completed the profile, it will be displayed, including:

• Company description,
• Product definition and 
• How do they work?
• Key features, unique differentiators and future functionality

b) Cybersecurity Companies just need to Sign Up and complete the 
company profile. This is a free process for companies <2 years old.

    CSOFinder@SO

Sign Up 

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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03Look & Feel

What is the @CSOFinder?

1.-Searching companies:

    CSOFinder@SO

2.-Displaying Results:

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
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03Look & Feel

What is the @CSOFinder?

3.-Visting the Company Profile:

    CSOFinder@SO

Product description, features, 
differentiators, future 
functionality...

Product Infographics, How Does 
it Work? and other additional 
information to enable the 
reader to understand the value 
proposition.

Additional information included 
on the Observatory website: 
videos, articles, infographics...

https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/
https://cyberstartupobservatory.com/


The @CSOFinder 

    CSOFinder@SO

Find Cybersecurity Companies

Sign Up

Sign Up 
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Feedback and suggestions

Your feedback is extremely important to us and we value and appreciate 
receiving your suggestions or comments to help us improve our content, 
services and the way we communicate.

We appreciate receiving compliments

If you are satisfied with the Cyber Startup Observatory, please let us 
know. It helps us to know that we are delivering our services effectively and 
provides us with an opportunity to recognize our team’s valuable effort.

Suggestions on cybersecurity topics, news, solutions and innovations 
are a valuable input

We strive to cover relevant topics, provide valuable resources and to 
shed some light on important issues. The team welcomes your contribution 
as a way to widen our vision, the quality of the content and the depth of our 
knowledge.

You can contact us at: 

info@cyberstartupobservatory.com

mailto:info%40cyberstartupobservatory.com?subject=1st%20Global%20Cybersecurity%20Observatory
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